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ABSTRACT 

This study reports on the results of the study investigated the significant negative 

correlation of job satisfaction and absenteeism, the significant negative relationship of 

motivation and absenteeism and lastly the positive relationship of motivation and job 

satisfaction.  The primary data collected from general firms in Bangkok, Thailand.  Using 

the self-administered questionnaire that consists of the four main parts such as 

demographic information, motivation related questions, job satisfaction and absenteeism. 

The last three parts were scaled on a five-point Likert-type scale.  The Quantitative 

method of research was used, the simple random sampling method suitable to gathered 

333-sample size.  The data collected was encoded and analyzed using SPSS.  The 

relationship of the job satisfaction, motivation and absenteeism were examined and 

carefully analyzed by means of correlation matrix and regression analysis.  The results 

indicated a very weak correlation between job satisfaction and absenteeism with R-value 

of 0.60, a significant negative correlation of motivation and absenteeism was found with 

R-value of – 0.127.  The motivation and job satisfaction revealed a significant positive 
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correlation with the R-value of 0.666.  The formulated hypotheses were analyzed using 

multiple regression.  It was found out that motivators like recognition, growth and 

responsibility were all significant to the job satisfaction.  Surprisingly, the predictors 

achievement and work itself indicated with a negative beta although significant to the job 

satisfaction that this study would like to recommend the future study to investigate.  The 

other predictor advancement also indicated a negative beta and showed insignificant to 

the job satisfaction.  It was rejected that hygiene factors have positive relationship with 

the job satisfaction.  Motivators have negative relationship with absenteeism were also 

rejected.  Similarly, the hygiene factors have negative relationship with absenteeism were 

rejected.  Lastly, the job satisfaction has negative correlation with absenteeism were 

rejected. 

 

The Two-Factor Theory also known as Herzberg Motivation – Hygiene Theory was used 

in this study.  All the motivation questions were designed and patterned to the two main 

divisions of this theory or in accordance with the motivation factors and hygiene factors.  

This study noticed that this two-factor theory not only analyzing the dimensions of 

motivation but also the job satisfaction.  Most of the respondents commented like the 

questions that they answered in the motivation parts could also be similar to the job 

satisfactions questions.  The reason for that is because almost all the facets of job 

satisfactions are covered by the two-factor theory.  Therefore, this study also would like 

to recommend that the two-factor theory questions are enough to use in dealing with both 

the motivation and the job satisfactions.  The job satisfaction consists of six dimensions 

such as pay, nature of work, promotion, supervision, coworkers and fairness are almost 
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similar and covered by the second part of the two-factor theory the so called hygiene 

factors.  Any related discussions with the similarities and dissimilarities can be found at 

the preceding chapters of this study.  This study recommends the future researcher to 

understand carefully the relationship of the organizational factors that causes 

organizational issue like absenteeism.  Understanding the motivation and job satisfaction 

can also achieve the clear definition and whatever similarities and dissimilarities of these 

two factors.  Awareness of other causes of absenteeism are somewhat obvious in many 

organizations, however different organization has its different management styles so it is 

better to know and understand peculiarities of the causes of absenteeism.  For more 

comprehensive research previous researchers, also recommend the Two-Factor theory 

can be used to analyze and study both motivation and job satisfaction.  Considering all 

the limitations such as time, cost and others like scope of study, population and research 

tools are advised. 

 

 Key Words – Motivation, Job Satisfaction, Absenteeism, Two-Factor theory. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

There are many reasons for employee's absenteeism and it is difficult to control the cause 

and effect because of complexities and no universal way on how to deal with this 

worldwide chronic problem by many organizations.  This study will investigate and 

determine motivation factors and job satisfaction in relation to absenteeism.  

Furthermore, the focus of this study is working individual in general firms in Bangkok, 

Thailand.  The topics in this chapter are as follows:
 

 

1.1 Background of the Study and statement of problem 

1.2. Research objectives 

1.3 Research questions 

1.4 Scope of research 

1.5 Expected benefits 

1.6 Definition of terms 
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1.1 Background of the study and statement of problem 

Background of the study 

One of the organizational issues that decrease productivity and also finances, morale and 

other factors that affect every business organization is because of the excessive absences 

of many employees at work.  It can be habitual or intentional, once become chronic now 

can be considered as absenteeism (Cucchiella, Gastaldi & Raniere, 2014).  This is the 

most common and frustrating for both employer and employee dealing with the problem 

of absenteeism (McNeil, 2011).  It is certainly expensive for the organization (Mathis & 

Jackson, 2010).  Billions of U.S. dollars each year lost in productivity, wages and poor 

quality of goods and services in several U.S. firms (Echavia, 2013).  The estimated cost 

and direct losses incurred from absenteeism more than $40 Billion a year in U.S. 

(Johnson, 2015).  Even Canada announced that approximately $16.6 Billion due to 

excessive absences (Nguyen, 2013).  South African companies reported similar cases of 

about 20 Billion South African Rand (Vorster, 2013).  Considering morale damaged and 

lost incurred the Ministry of National Education of Mexico reported a case of 

absenteeism among teachers (Society World, 2014).  Unfortunately, as well, even those 

sector we are expecting on duty to serve us, are also belong to this chronic absenteeism.  

One of these public servants like the police force in Australia reported the highest rate of 

absenteeism costing about $28 Billion per annum (Houghton, 2013).  Hospital staff (BBC 

News, 2015), health workers in Uganda (Deusson, 2012) and Airline industry like in the 

Philippines had the massive absences caused delayed of flights and cost so much 

(Corpuz, 2015).
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From the above, it shows that absenteeism can happen both public and private sector, the 

fact that absenteeism is inevitable, it can be habitual and unscheduled would still be the 

problem (Holden, 2011).  The previous study of Thomas (2011) recommended 

considering conducting future research to understand the nature of the relationship 

between job satisfaction and motivation or vice versa, the management in dealing with 

the important concept can use this.  Admittedly, employees have different expectations 

and needs; hence, it is necessary to have a further study to find out motivation factors 

matching for different ranks of employees.  Thereby, the management of a certain 

organization once got the case of absenteeism they would know those specific 

expectations and needs of their employees.  Many organizations neglect and ignore to 

understand and frequently measure their employees' job satisfaction, where in fact it is 

the very important attribute in dealing with the organization (Kabir & Parveen, 2011) 

cited in Ali (2016).  With that (Thirulogasundaram & Sahu, 2014) understand that 

absenteeism is a complex issue and many causes, it is very important to understand and 

pay much attention with what make motivate an employee and have job satisfaction, and 

found that low job motivation is the primary cause of absenteeism. 
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Statement of problem 

From national and international literature, while research has been done elsewhere to 

identify the different factors that contribute to absenteeism and how to reduce 

absenteeism effectively.  However, in some companies or in some industries there maybe 

consist of many other factors or backgrounds causing absenteeism that were done in 

previous studies, it is therefore understood the different sources (Crous, 2005).  
 

 

This study will consider the Herzberg's Two-Factor and Absenteeism using job 

satisfaction as a mediator that previous studies did not consider maybe due to case studies 

or other studies focused only with illness-related absences or alcohol and drug-related 

absences as done previously in Thailand.  The topic of absenteeism has been used since 

early 70’s onwards but no follows up consistently because they connected or relate 

absenteeism in many other factors that the researcher of the current time to the future 

may confuse.  
 

 

From the above and as well as the readings on the related matters for this study, that 

previous recommendations by the previous studies show further studies required and for 

the Thai context most of the recent studies are related to turnover issues or tardiness only.  

Moreover, the study will focus on some general firms in Bangkok, Thailand. These 

general firms have characteristics to be conglomerate particularly related to retail, 

merchandising business, telecommunication industries, property management, and 

agricultural industries which offices located in Bangkok City, Thailand. 
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In addition to the above-mentioned statement, the author has a desire to pursue further 

studies of this organizational issue.  The previous research showed that most of the 

organization do not conduct job satisfaction and motivation survey of their employee 

both private and public sector.  This study wishes to serve as a guide of clear 

understanding in dealing with the absenteeism issue of many organizations.   To 

enlighten the understanding in this issue there is a need to understand the motivation and 

job satisfaction aspects concerning the absenteeism of the employee.  The need for the 

follow-up and update on the related study could possibly help to recommend the more 

reliable and informative findings.  Previous studies recommend having a further research 

on this very controversial and no universal way to solve due to its nature and different 

causes. 
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1.2 Research objectives 

This research aims to investigate, determine and examine the relationship of 

motivation, job satisfaction and absenteeism. 

 To investigate the relationship between motivation and job satisfaction.
 

 To determine the relationship between motivation and absenteeism.
 

 To examine the relationship between job satisfaction and absenteeism.
 

 

1.3 Research questions 

This study is expected to answer the following questions: 

1.3.1    Is there a positive relationship between motivation and job satisfaction? 

1.3.2    Is there a significant negative relationship between motivation and  

            absenteeism? 

1.3.3 Is there a significant negative correlation between job satisfaction and 

absenteeism?
 

 

1.4 Scope of the research 

The target respondents for this study are the working individual of general firms in 

Bangkok Thailand with age 18 to 42 years old and above.  The general firms are 

based on the financial stability gathered from the basic research taken from the list of 

company regardless of the nature of the business it can be service, retail and 

merchandise business, manufacturing concern, or even the property management 

firms.  The employee’s job position or designation was disregarded but it was 

properly encoded in analyzing the data and determining the demographic of the 

respondents.  The questionnaire was designed to meet the quantitative method of 
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research design no other interview was conducted.  Once the respondent completed 

the questionnaire it was then collected and no further questions being asked.   

 

1.5 Expected benefits 

This study will help the future researcher to understand and use the model that is 

different from the previous studies.  To the human resource department of any 

organization, this can contribute to their understanding about the relationship and 

significant of all the variables that this study considered.  Understanding the nature 

and factors that increase the rate of absenteeism of any employee would be very 

essential.   The most important thing this study somehow enlighten the considering of 

the relationship of the Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory of Motivation, to Absenteeism 

and the job satisfaction as the mediator.  Lastly to clearly understand the other factors 

that may cause absenteeism resulting to misunderstanding and varieties of research 

methodology and research designs but in reality, the study of absenteeism have only 

one goal is to properly manage and reduce absenteeism that affects our business 

organization.
 

 

1.6 Definition of terms 

1.6.1 Absenteeism – is defined in the Canadian Oxford Dictionary as “the practice of 

not being present from work or school, especially frequently or illicitly (Dubey & 

Dasgupta 2015).  

 

1.6.2 Achievement – something that has been completed with all the  

effort (from Merriam-Webster dictionary).  If an individual were able to finish and 

meet the target deadline of any task or project intended to as assignment with the 
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feeling of accomplishment and notice by the organization, then there is a feeling that 

could increase the satisfaction.  Contrary once did not meet or unable to do then 

opposite result on the satisfaction (Ruthankoon & Ogunlana, 2003).
  

 

1.6.3 Recognition -  the act of admitting or accepting something that is existing 

 or someone for being true, important things are done, legal or with authority, similar 

to act of knowing someone who has done a contribution to a certain thing (Merriam-

Webster dictionary). This is the appreciation and acknowledgment that an employer 

must be given to the employee for the success of any task assigned which could also 

result to an increase of satisfaction (Ruthankoon & Ogunlana, 2003). 


 

1.6.4 Work itself – this is in which the job has some characteristics of being ease, 

difficult, challenging boring or interesting, that affect employee or individual to work 

on (Ruthankoon & Ogunlana, 2003). 

1.6.5 Responsibility - a duty or certain task that someone is required to accomplish at 

any given time and fulfill with diligence morally and legally (Merriam-Webster 

dictionary).  It refers to an individual having his own will to make a decision and 

apply his own ideas upon fulfillment of a certain task (Ruthankoon & Ogunlana, 

2003). 

 

1.6.6 Advancement - defines as the act of moving ahead to have a better gain and 

result.  Similarly getting a promotion or being promoted to a higher position at work 

(Merriam-Webster Dictionary).  For Ruthankoon & Ogunlana (2003) it can be 

predictable or unpredictable of getting the possibility to be promoted of a certain 

individual.  So once this unexpected or expected promotion at work did not get or did 
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not award to an employee this may cause a negative feedback and may lead to less 

satisfaction.
 

 

1.6.7 The possibility of growth – according to Riley (2005) this is one of the 

motivation factors in which an individual may get an advancement at work if the 

company has the opportunity to provide such skills or innovation at work.  But once 

there is lack of opportunity may result in a negative effect on the satisfaction of the 

employee both his job and position at work.
 

 

1.6.8 Company policy - refers to the way the employee think and understand the 

management procedure and overall plan being implemented for them to follow, in 

which can feel good or bad, acceptable, clear, or unfair.  This could also affect 

satisfaction of an individual depends on the acceptance (Ruthankoon & Ogunlana, 

2003). 

1.6.9 Technical supervision - define as a support given to an employee such as 

training on the mechanical aspect or providing and monitoring for any job or task that 

require careful and sufficient knowledge by an expert or trained personnel acting as 

an immediate supervisor (Riley, 2005).
 

   

1.6.10 Salary - fixed compensation paid regularly for services rendered by an 

employee (Merriam-Webster dictionary).  It is simply defined as wage or amount of 

money payable to an employee by an employer, once there is a decrease could affect 

employee's dissatisfaction (Riley, 2005).
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1.6.11 Interpersonal relations-supervision - this refers to how a certain employee deal 

with the immediate superior at work also known as the supervisor who does the direct 

monitoring of its subordinates in performing the task (Riley, 2005).
 

 

1.6.12 Working conditions - everything with respect to the physical environment, the 

location of the job, facilities at work wherein the employees are performing their duty 

or task (Riley, 2005).
 

 

1.6.13 Status - each individual’s position or rank in a society or organization 

(Merriam-Webster dictionary). 

 

1.6.14 Interpersonal relations-subordinate - this refers to how a certain individual in 

the position dealing with the person under his supervision at work, the way a leader 

lead and manage his follower in performing a task to achieve their common goal 

(Riley, 2005).
 

1.6.15 Interpersonal relations-peers - the way or relationship of each individual with 

one another as a group with the same level or in the same division at work that 

experiences harmonious relationship (Riley, 2005). 

 

1.6.16 Private life - according to Riley (2005) most of the employee are trying to keep 

apart between work with private life, however sometimes hard and impossible due to 

most of the time an individual is at work and dealing with private life, sometimes 

causing conflict. 
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1.6.17 Job security - a very important factor because every employee would definitely 

think of their job stability, continuity, assurance to be in the job for a long period 

without a fear to be laid off anytime in a certain organization otherwise this could lead 

to dissatisfaction (Riley, 2005).
 

 

1.6.18 Job - a duty, task, function or a work that an employee does regularly with very 

good effort in order to earn money or receive a certain compensation (Merriam-

Webster Dictionary). 

 

1.6.19 Promotion opportunities - a chance for an employee to move to a higher 

position or rank after careful job evaluation that found to be deserving sometimes 

with additional or increase in compensation in a business-oriented organization.
 

 

1.6.20 Supervision - a process of watching, monitoring, guiding, induction and 

directing what an employee must do and how something is done to fulfill his duty.  

Also considered as an act of supervising someone in order to complete the task in 

accordance with job specifications.
 

 

1.6.21 Co-workers - an employee associated with other employee working in the 

same workplace of the same company.  The association of anyone to another to 

perform a certain task in the same place during working hours. 

 

1.6.22 Fairness - having equal treatment to every employee in an organization. Also 

treating the employee in a way that does not give favors some over others. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter is divided into five parts.  The first part is for literature review.  The 

second part is a theory.  The third part is the related researches. The fourth part is the 

conceptual framework and the last part is the hypothesis. 

 

2.1 Literature review 

2.1.1 Understanding absenteeism         

Absenteeism is an organizational issue that is being considered as one of the biggest 

and a very critical problem all over the world suggesting the management level to 

deal with proper way otherwise it causes low morale, poor quality service and costly 

(Joseph, 2015) (Naqvi & Khan, 2015).  It is very important to understand work 

absenteeism and its nature (Naqvi & Khan, 2015).  For whatever reason, once an 

employee did not report to the scheduled working day or days can be considered as 

absent that every employee would definitely miss a certain number of workdays each 

year (Smith & Holt, 2016).  The nature of employee's absenteeism is obviously 

unpredictable that leads to backlogs, piling of work and work delay in any 

organization that may result to a critical problem and costly (Reddy, Avez & 

Chakradhar, 2014).  According to Joseph (2015), absenteeism is one of the biggest 

issues that every organization must manage on an ongoing basis as it affects services, 

staff morale, and could be conducive to financial losses.  For Johns and Nicholson's 

(1982) cited in Kruger (2008), the absence of an individual may occur with varieties 

of situations, time, and other things to different people that show complicatedness of 

absent behavior.  The absenteeism has a direct impact on the organization's efficiency 
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especially those that rely directly on a number of employees required in production 

(Robbins & Judge, 2004).
 In view of Mohammed & Zamir (2015) related to the 

previous studies about absenteeism, most researchers focused on the negative work 

attitude, for example, Job Satisfaction, Job involvement, organizational commitment, 

and burnout. According to his study, the work attitude is a more general construct 

therefore not enough to use as variable in dealing with research about absenteeism.  

Absenteeism is related to a specific behavior (Martocchio & Harrison, 1993) cited in 

Mohammed & Zamir (2015).  In addition to that, in reality, there is difficulty to use 

the exact meaning of the variables and construct of absenteeism for that reason 

(Martocchio & Harrison, 1993) considered personality traits to explain absenteeism 

for its stable characteristics proposed by many studies.  However, (Judge & Bono, 

2001; Judge, Locke, Durham, & Kluger, 1998) cited in Saari & Judge (2004) found 

statistical relation between employee job satisfactions to a key personality trait.  The 

perception of the job itself proven to be the primary cause of the relationship, because 

of that the job itself appeared as the most important situational effect on job 

satisfaction that linked to personality trait.  The extraversion and conscientiousness 

were among of the five personality traits also influence job satisfaction (Judge, Heller, 

& Mount, 2002), Therefore indicated there is a fact relationship between personality 

trait and job satisfaction.  With all that, since previous studies concluded absenteeism 

has complicated variables and various causes, researchers on this topic noticed the 

frequent measuring the job satisfaction in any organization which is very important 

because absenteeism originated from the job satisfaction (Kabir & Parveen, 2011). As 

well as the motivation of an employee is also a primary cause of absenteeism that 

needs to consider as several studies developed and investigated (Embi et al., 2015).  

Finally, Thirulogasundaram & Sahu (2014) determined the linkages of motivation and 
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job satisfaction that impacted on the absences issue in an organization.  Embi et al., 

(2015) also concluded from his broad review on the literature, this study found out 

and concluded that job satisfaction definitely plays significant role in elevating the 

organizational sustainability through a high level of motivation and minimize the 

issue of absenteeism case.
 

 

2.1.2 Linkages of absenteeism to motivation and job satisfaction  

1. Motivation to absenteeism: 

Gangai, Agrawal, & Gupta (2015) conducted surveys in a retail industry with 60 

samples both the city of Delhi and NCR region found a correlation matrix that 

indicates motivation and absenteeism are negatively related.  A negative relationship 

between the two variables that is low motivation leads to a high frequency of 

absenteeism at work.  Because of this, it is confirmed the hypothesis of having a 

significant relationship of the motivation and absenteeism.  
 

2. Job satisfaction and absenteeism: 

According to Aziri (2011), the absenteeism has the tendency to be lower, once the job 

satisfaction is high, but it is very important to know that not because the job 

satisfaction is high, will also have a low absenteeism rate. The low Job Satisfaction is 

only a like a signal to cause a high absenteeism problem in an organization.  Previous 

investigation and study considered Extrinsic sources of Job Satisfaction such as Pay, 

Work, Promotion, Supervision, working conditions, co-workers’ relationship and 

fairness resulted and indicated that Job Satisfaction has a direct impact on 

Absenteeism of a manufacturing firm in Ibadan, Oyo State, Nigeria as respondents 

(Obasan Kehinde, 2011).  Similarly, the study of Thirulogasundaram & Sahu (2014) 

indicated extrinsic sources of job satisfaction have a direct impact on absenteeism that 
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made the researcher give much importance to motivate and resulting to a reduction in 

absence rate.   Relatively the study on the Job Satisfaction among 200 telecom 

employees of Pakistan found extrinsic factors like Pay, Promotion, Fairness and 

Working Conditions contributed to employee job satisfaction. Therefore concluded 

that compensation plays an important role in the Job Satisfaction (Saeed, et al., 2013) 

There are inconsistent relationships between the job satisfaction and absenteeism and 

some studies found no correlation or indicated a weak to the moderate relationship 

(Josias, 2005).  The results of study between the two variables according to Josias 

(2005) also indicated a weak inverse relationship analyzing the number and frequency 

of leave of absence due to sickness and the job satisfaction levels. Also concluded 

there was no statistically significant correlation between the job levels of the sample 

used to absenteeism. Moreover, the relationship of the six variables including gender, 

age, number of dependents, tenure and marital status found significantly showed 

variance in job satisfaction.  Lastly found job level and tenure considered as the best 

predictors of job satisfaction for that particular sample.  Several studies found a 

negative correlation between job satisfaction and absenteeism like Rahman (2002), 

Hoque & Rahman (1999), Rahman & Islam (1998), Hossain (1992), Khaleque (1979), 

Locke (1976), Nicholson, Brown & Chadwick-Jones (1976),  Herzberg, Mansner, 

Peterson and Chapwell(1957), Fleishman, Harris and Burtt (1955), Van Zelst and 

Kerr (1953) and Noland (1945) cited in Hoque & Islam (2003).  Similarly, 

unexpected results found that overall Job Satisfaction was not correlated and 

concluded there are many other factors can influence absenteeism which is not related 

to Job satisfaction.  The relationship between these two variables is complex and 

vague (Mashonganyika, 2004).
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The linkage between the motivation and job satisfaction is inarguable to the majority 

of theorists in the area of motivation (Basset-Jones & Lloyd, 2005; Chen et al.,2004; 

Lok & Crawford, 2004; Pool & Pool, 2007) cited in Embi et al.,(2015). 

 

The study of Yusoff, Kian, and Idris (2013) concluded that the Herzberg's Two-Factor 

Motivation Theory is more comprehensive sets of factors both individual internal and 

external need in providing more efforts for the tasks.  Due to varieties of findings, 

other researchers found only Extrinsic Factors have an impact on the respondents' job 

satisfaction, with that it is less practical to implement this theory of motivation study.  

Therefore suggested that elements belong to Extrinsic Factors should be accepted to 

have a direct impact on Job Satisfaction.
 

 

An investigation for both Public and Private bank employees carried out to test the 

hypothesis using the Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory of motivation, it was found out 

that the Job Satisfaction caused by both motivation and hygiene factors.  

Achievement, Advancement, Interpersonal Relations, Working Conditions, Policy 

and Personal Life were the important motivational factors perceived by bank 

employees, while Achievement, Interpersonal Relations, Supervision, and Policy 

were perceived by those employees at private bank sector (Azash, Safare & Kumar, 

2011).
 

 

2.2 Theory        

2.2.1 Theories and models of absenteeism 

There are two most popular and well-established theories and models of absenteeism. 

The first one the so-called "Nicholson's "Attachment" theory by Nigel Nicholson 
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during the year 1977, and followed by the "Process Model" developed by Steers & 

Rhodes in 1978 (Bermingham, 2013).  The study has summarized the core concepts 

of each.
 

  

1. The Nicholson’s attachment theory     

The Nicholson's Model (1977) is one of the absence management models that 

attempts to incorporate a heterogeneity of socio-economic, organizational and 

personal factor that has an impact on absenteeism (Mashonganyika, 2004).  

According to Egan (2011), because of the incomplete perception, Nigel Nicholson 

developed the theory that would analyze and help in predicting employee's absence.  

The model believes that the cause of absence is inevitable and a case-to-case basis of 

every individual.  It is necessary to start with a clear understanding of the absence 

behavior instead of ignoring and let this issue affects the normal business operations.  

Every organization should focus on the individual idea pertaining to absence, the 

obvious and active normal occurrence of it.  It requires being accounted for the 

following such as personal traits, habitual and routine behavior, emotional concerns, 

moral beliefs as well as personal norms.  The A-B Continuum of absence types was 

devised based on the premise that attendance is "normal" behavior in most forms of 

operation may absences rate would be high.  Apparently, the individual instinct to 

attend work regularly, there are times cause of absence is several factors that hinder.   

Furthermore, there are four major influences that compose the attachment theory 

such as personality traits, work orientation, job involvement and the employment 

relationship.  Thereby the attachment model makes our knowledge of what motivates 

an individual to attend work.
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Figure 2.1 Nicholson’s model of attendance motivation (Evans & Walters, 2003) 

exhibited in Egan(2011).    
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2. The “Process model” Steers & Rhodes (1978) 

The study of Mandleni (2011) summarized the process model of employee attendance 

that was formulated by Steers & Rhodes (1978).  The said model begins from the 

characteristics of the job that turns to impacting on the job satisfaction and motivation 

to attend work.  The Process Model has been very significant and mostly discussed in 

some studies pertaining to absenteeism.   Pursuant to Anderson (2009) this model 

initially dealt with employee's attendance that determines a certain employee's ability 

to attend and employee's motivation to attend.  It is an employee's satisfaction and 

various pressures to attend that motivate him or her to attend at work.  But it was 

found out that Steers & Rhodes (1990) model described other situation causing 

absence of an employee.  In relation to that in the case of a severe illness of any 

family member of an employee, he or she would definitely dedicate time to be with 

the sick family member to extend help upon recovery if needed, even the great 

amount of motivation does he has.  However, every organization should apply 

different procedure or programs to help in increasing attendance ability even if the 

cause is due to low motivation.  In general, this may have absence caused by health-

related issues or sickness that definitely determine the ability to attend but has no 

relations with motivation to attend.  See figure below can be simply analyzed that the 

job situation can be determined by job scope, job level, role stress, workgroup size, 

leadership style, co-worker relations & opportunity for advancement.  The employee's 

values and job expectation are adjudicated by the components of personal 

characteristics such as age, sex, education, tenure, and family size.  From the figure 

below employee's attendance is an actual attendance that determines attendance 

motivation assumed that physically present and has the ability to come.  Illness or 

accidents family responsibility and even transportation problems are factors that may 
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also determine ability to attend at the same time variables that limit the employee to 

choose.  Therefore concluded that there is voluntary absence wherein employee can 

control those variables associated that can cause absence, contrary with those 

variables that cannot be controlled by an employee can be classified as the 

involuntary absence.
 

Personal Characteristics 
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Family size 

 

 

Employee Values & 
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Figure 2.2 Steers & Rhodes model of Employee attendance (Anderson, 2009) 
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2.2.2 Theories & concept of motivation       

Motivation is a source of task behavior and related to the strength of an individual 

with willingness in performing the duty (Shields, 2007) cited in Flynn (2013).  It is a 

driving force of someone that encourages working and meeting the target to fulfill the 

needs and other expectations (Mullins, 2007) cited in Hossain & Hossain (2012).  

Because of having a strong impact on organizational costs, production, and business 

growth, it is very important to improve and focus on employee's motivation in every 

organization.  Aside from giving high compensation package and other fringe benefits 

it is also recognized and understand that an individual can be motivated differently 

due to varieties of working situations (Edlund & Nilsson, 2007).  The study of 

Schulze and Steyn (2003) validated that in order to understand individual's behavior 

at work, It is important that the manager or if in the case having a supervisor, both of 

them must be completely aware of the concept of motives, so the said subordinate or 

employee can react and responds on the situation.  The needs-satisfying process is a 

motivation, wherein the certain individual's needs can be satisfied by several factors 

that require extraordinary effort to reach the common goal and expectations in the 

organization (Robbins, 2001) cited in Teck-Hong & Waheed (2011).  Finally, both the 

study of Simon (1997) and Pfeffer (1998), cited in Saleem, Mahmood & Mahmood, 

(2010) realized the importance of understanding the motivation for all the staff in 

every organization in achieving the organizational goals as well as the long-term 

effect on the success by motivated employees.  The emotional attachment and loyalty 

will bind the strong relationship to the organization of both parties through the 

harmonious and beneficial working environment (Wright and Pandey, 2005).
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The theories of motivation are classified into two.  The first one is known as Content 

theories that are based on the assumption that an individual has specific needs, which 

could stimulate and encourage his actions.  The following theories such as Maslow 

Hierarchy of Needs (1954), McClelland (1961), Herzberg (1966) and Alderfer (1969) 

are belonging to these content theories.  The second classification is theories that 

identify the relationship among variables that make up motivation are called Process 

Theories.  Theories formulated by Heider (1958), Vroom (1964), Adams (1965), 

Locke (1976) and Lawler (1973) are belonging to process theories (Teek-Hong & 

Waheed, 2011).  This study will focus on Herzberg's Theory of Motivation.  

According to Yusoff, Kian & Idris (2013), among other content theories of 

motivation, the Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory of Motivation supplies the 

coordination of individual's intrinsic and extrinsic motivation factors.  In the same 

manner, the Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory has discovered some similarities with the 

other motivation theories mentioned above.  The Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory of 

Motivation factors like Responsibilities, Achievements, Growth, Promotion, 

Recognition, and Work Itself is almost similar with Maslow's Self-Actualization and 

Self-Esteem, and also comparable with Alderfer's Growth Need, and the Need of 

Achievement under McClelland's Theory.  Other similarities with the Herzberg's 

Two-Factor Theory such as Relationship with Peers, Personal Life and Supervision 

are almost the same with McClelland's Need of Affiliation, Alderfer's Relatedness 

Need and with Maslow's Belongingness.  The Need for Power under McClelland's 

Theory of Need also similar to the Status factor of the Herzberg's Hygiene category.  

The last factors that have found in the same way are Maslow's Safety and 

Physiological Need and Alderfer's Existence Need with that of Herzberg's Pay and 

Benefits, Work Condition, Job Security and Company Policy & Administration.
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Finally and fascinatingly, Ghanbahadur (2014) compared the Herzberg's Two-Factor 

Theory of Motivation as "onboard computer" comprehensively because of having 

similarities to other theories of motivation and it's accessibility to all factors that the 

other theories of motivation contain.  The access to all data significantly relevant on 

how to keep their employees motivated and satisfied.  Moreover, it checks the overall 

issue of job satisfaction instead of making a distinction among employee's 

differences.  The Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory of Motivation assumes everything is 

in the same category then gets the chance to review the other theories of motivation 

with similarities.  As this Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory categorized into two parts; 

namely Motivation Factors and Hygiene Factors.  Thereafter the researchers can be 

examined to verify the validity that is really interesting to find out the distinction 

between the so-called Motivation Factors and Hygiene Factors.  Only Herzberg's 

Two-Factor Theory focused on job satisfaction in details and also overall that the 

organization can easily understand the explanation of the importance of job 

satisfaction in a practical way (Mehrad, 2015).
 

 

A. The herzberg’s two-factor theory of motivation 

It was summarized by the study of Stello (2011) that Herzberg and his colleagues 

were developed and expanded the design and hypothesis; the major study used 

techniques and conducted at nine sites.  Accountants and Engineers were the part of 

this study with the total of 203 respondents.  A semi-structured interview conducted 

for the said participants need to respond that would show the good or bad about their 

job.  Series of questions done, followed by measuring the participant's experiences 

using the scale of one to 21.  The scale 21 indicating hardly affected their feeling and 

the scale 21 indicating that it was having a severe impact thereafter.  It was 
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categorized into High, which had a high impact on job attitude and low sequence that 

had minimal impact on the job attitude.  From the prior analysis, Herzberg et al 

(1959) concluded that Maslow's theory of personal growth and self-actualization 

became the key of the prior analysis of understanding the impact of good feeling 

toward their job and all factors concerned to the intrinsic factors of the job.  It was 

found there were many sources of dissatisfaction and few factor can contribute to 

satisfaction.  It was very clear that the salary was not as part of it.  Herzberg et al. then 

restated the original hypothesis from the prior studies.  It was then divided into two 

categories on the factors that could affect job satisfaction.  The first one so-called 

Hygiene wherein factors surround the doing of the job that includes supervision, 

interpersonal relations, physical working conditions, company policy & 

administration, benefits and job security.  The second category called Motivation 

Factors includes Achievement, Recognition, the Work itself, Responsibility and 

Advancement.  The distinction of the opposite of satisfaction is no satisfaction; on the 

other hand, dissatisfaction is no dissatisfaction.  To prevent dissatisfaction and poor 

performance it requires satisfaction of hygiene, while the productivity improvement 

will achieve if there is the satisfaction of the motivation factors.  Herzberg et al. also 

examined that attitudes influence the way the job is done and that positive attitude 

towards work affects job performance as compared to the negative attitude towards 

work of a certain employee.  It was found out there was certain level of loyalty can 

expect from employee depends on their job satisfaction.  The importance of 

understanding the job satisfaction was conventionally considered the satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction.  Due to the fact that many organizations dealt only with the hygiene 

factors in order to achieve productivity.  However, Herzberg and his colleagues 

disagreed and considered to be invalid, adversely to what Herzberg et al consideration 
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that the motivation factors must be first enhanced to increase satisfaction.  The job 

must be changed its patterns in order to reach the meaningful and success of doing the 

task as how Herzberg et al understood.  Moreover, Job satisfaction can achieve once 

the proper matching of the work capacity of every employee in job assignment.  It is 

also said the very important to have job recognition once it is completely done and 

should have the well organize job.  The role of the supervisor contributes to job 

satisfaction to its subordinates.
 

 

2.2.3 Theories and models of job satisfaction 

The study shows that the concept of job satisfaction must start to understand the 

definition of what job is? What satisfaction means? And what exactly job satisfaction 

as defined by many researchers and scholars?  The word job has similar to the word 

work in the sense that both are relating to the characteristics that an individual activity 

where it needs a lot of time, where can get finances, improve living standard, and give 

professional time (Ali, 2016).  It is understandable that work covers job more 

comprehensively while job pertaining to a way used to achieve or get individual's 

achievement on career and goal (Warr, Cook & Wall,1979) cited in Ali (2016).  The 

word satisfaction considered as the pleasure, gratification, and happiness after a need 

is completely fulfilled (Robbins & Stephen, 1998) cited in Ali (2016).  The Job 

Satisfaction as defined by Locke (1976) cited in Uddin, Akther & Tumpa (2016) it is 

considered to be a self-reported good emotional condition arising from the positive 

assessment that rewards employee's work accomplishment or from job experiences as 

well.  The idea and concept of job satisfaction is an antecedent of having a chance to a 

challenging and growth and opportunity to acknowledge those responsibilities at work 

(Aamodt, 2007) as cited in Agu & Udoh (2012).  The Job Satisfaction has several 
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elements pertaining to psychological, physiological and environmental factors in such 

a way that an employee could say that there is a satisfaction on his job (Hoppock, 

1935) as cited in Ali (2016).  From the very beginning F.W. Taylor in 1911 who 

started and introduced the understanding of employee's productivity measurement 

wherein resulted in the most industries awareness and improved the productivity 

(Ghafoor, 2012).   Followed by the studies made by Hawthorne conducted during late 

1920's and early 1930s that caused to give much attention to understand and identify 

really that not only financial aspect like pay or working conditions could really affect 

the job satisfaction.  Thereby, most researchers began to investigate other factors in 

job satisfaction like Hoppock (1935) started to analyze systematically (Ali, 2016).
 

 

However, there is no general agreement so far as how to define the job satisfaction 

due to a vast interpretations and usage in scientific research, even the word job has no 

concrete definition at all, it is then advisable to clearly understand the nature and 

importance of work as a universal human activity (Aziri, 2011).  Studies show that 

employee job satisfaction is really very important to an organization's success.  Job 

satisfaction is widely studied construct in analyzing employee's behavior as it affects 

other determinants of productivity, turnover, and absenteeism.  This field of study 

became popular because it is related to the physical and mental well-being of an 

employee in an organization (Hoole & Vermeulen, 2003).  In addition to that, the 

employers must have a humanistic responsibility to give their employees challenging, 

rewarding, and satisfying job (Robbins, 2005).  There are three reasons that most 

employers need to consider such as having an evidence suggesting that any employee 

who does not meet a certain level of satisfaction may gracefully tender a resignation 

or separate lawfully (Alavi & Askaripur, 2003).  Employees that are satisfied are in 
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good health and have a positive outlook on life.  If an employee has a less job 

satisfaction this may have the following symptoms like anxiety, depression, poor 

physical and psychological health that lead to being not committed at work then tends 

to have a high rate of absences (Connolly & Myers, 2003).   Lastly, the job 

satisfaction in the workplace also affects an employee's private life that could increase 

a high rate of absences and other work-related motivation at work and behavior.  The 

Extrinsic sources of job satisfaction are determined varies depends on the control of 

the employee in an organization.  The following factors will be enumerated and 

discussed briefly such as the pay, the job itself, promotion opportunities, supervision, 

and last but not the least the fairness.
 

1. Pay -the certain amount of money that compensates for a specific work done and 

can be received. (Robbins, S., Odendaal, A., & Roodt, G., 2003).  In addition to that, 

it was noted that there were other things to be considered in the case of the absolute 

value of employee's compensation that affects attitudes with that of satisfaction with 

pay.  In the physician group except over the age of 55 found to have relative 

dissatisfaction with pay and turnover (Pathman, Konrad, Williams, Sheckler, Linzer 

& Douglas, 2002).  The income was found to be very important determinant of most 

medical practitioners’ satisfaction (Hadley & Mitchell, 2002).  In relation to that, also 

found that income affected the job satisfaction that physician earnings less than 

$100,000 a year were more dissatisfied (DeVoe, Fryer, Hargraves, Phillips, & Green, 

2002). 
 

2. Nature of work: Studies show on the nature of the work that every employee 

performed would have a significant impact on his or her level of job satisfaction 

(Luthans, 2006; Griffen and Moorhead, 2009).  Studies show that employee finds 

their job interesting are more satisfied than that employee who do not enjoy their job 
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(Gately, 1997 as cited by Aamodt, 2004, p.326).  An employee tends to prefer jobs, 

which afford them the opportunity to use their skills and abilities acquired from 

education, and actual work experiences that give them the choice and freedom on how 

to deal on the actual job (Robbins, 2005).
 

3. Promotion opportunities:  The word promotion defined as the action of shifting an 

employee up to the current job position in the organizational structure of every 

business organization that will bring and make more responsible and a better 

compensation package once officially promoted (Heery & Noon, 2001).    Studies 

proved that opportunities for promotion of an employee have a great impact on their 

job satisfaction (Ellickson and Logsdon, 2002; Peterson et al., 2003).   In addition, 

Bajpai and Srivastava (2004) suggested that promotion provides employees with 

opportunities for personal improvement, more responsibilities and also increased 

social status of an individual or an employee of an organization.
 

 4. Supervision: In most studies, the supervisor is considered as a person who 

monitors and regulate the performance or activities of the lower-level employee (Nel, 

et al (2004).
 

5. Co-workers: There were several studies that showed that friendly and supportive 

colleagues enhance the rate of job satisfaction in a working environment (Kreitner 

and Kinicki, 2004; Luthans, 2006).   For this ground of satisfaction was measured by 

how well employees got along with each other and how well they look up to their co-

workers.   Markiewicz, D., Devine, I., & Kausilas, D. (2000) realized that the close 

friendships quality was related to both job satisfaction and career success among 

employees. 

6. Fairness: Another factor to consider in analyzing the job satisfaction if the 

employee is being treated equally and fairly in any form (Aamodt, 2004).     
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The study of Gregoriou (2008), discussed the three theories of job satisfaction namely 

Affect theory, Dispositional Theory and Job Characteristics Theory.  The brief 

explanation follows to understand each theory.  The Affect Theory's assumption is that 

reality of the certain job is not the same as what a certain employee is being expected 

that match the pay.  It highly depends on the decision that has a strong impact on the 

overall appraisal of job satisfaction.  In which the basis of inequality is on the desired 

on the job and the contents of the job.  The degree of satisfied or unsatisfied can be 

determined by the expectations being achieved.  Precisely, once an employee fulfilled 

the needs automatically the job performance has a high level of satisfaction likewise if 

expectations or needs did not meet it can cause a negative impact on job satisfaction 

of employees.  In short, if one employee gives more importance to the self-

determination, free will or choice at work can be considered as more satisfied than 

those employees who do not have values on the degree of autonomy.  This arguably 

affect theory popularized and developed by Edwin A. Locke during the year 1976.
 

The second one is “Dispositional Theory”, that focused on the so-called inborn 

disposition or natural control of an individual that could affect the certain level of 

satisfaction whatever job he has.  This idea elaborates that job satisfaction can be 

constantly long period of time with the entire job as a whole.  It is also prioritized that 

need has a direct connection with satisfaction.  Prior need must be fulfilled then 

satisfaction follows.  Timothy A. Judge improved this theory in 1998 by proposing 

the Core Self-evaluation Model.  Self-esteem, General self-efficacy, the locus of 

control and neuroticism these are all four core of self-evaluations that decide 

individual's tendency to have job satisfaction. 
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Model of job satisfaction 

Aziri (2011) considered the comparison of three existing models of job satisfaction.   

See blow and summarized by this study.  

 

Figure 2.3 Christen, Lyer & Soberman Model of Satisfaction (Christen et al., 2006). 
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The above model of job satisfaction by Christen, Lyer, and Soberman shows that 

there are four elements associated with job satisfaction such as job-related factors, 

role perceptions, job performance and firm performance that could affect the job 

satisfaction of an individual at work.
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The next model of satisfaction was developed by Lawler and Porter (1967) as cited in 

Aziri (2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Lawler’s and Porter’s Model of Job Satisfaction (as shown in Aziri, 2011). 
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Figure 2.5 Locke and Latham Model of Job Satisfaction (as shown in Aziri, 2011). 

 

This Locke and Latham Model of Job Satisfaction (1990) focus on what the result 

from the goal and positive outcomes, that in any process it may have a great success 

and accomplishment. This model believes that any success got from the task would 

provide job satisfaction to an individual. 

      

A.Factors affecting job satisfaction and measuring job satisfaction 

According to Warr, Cook and Wall (1979) cited in Yan (2012) there are two factors 

affecting job satisfaction.  The internal characteristics of the job that can provide 

people to reach or obtain job satisfaction at work known as Intrinsic factors.  The 

autonomous that could give chance for personal growth & improvement, job assorted, 

specific task, eloquent task and feedback to the employee's concern.  The second 

factor called Extrinsic that pertaining to external job characteristics that can uplift the 

sense of job satisfaction that includes salaries, working conditions, advancement, 

 

Moderating factors 
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company policy, the relationship between the co-workers, status, recognition, job 

security, and supervision.
 

      

Measuring job satisfaction 

There are many different measures being used by previous studies in measuring or 

assessing the employee's job satisfaction (Ali, 2016).  The Minnesota Satisfaction 

Questionnaire or MSQ and the Job Descriptive Index or JDI are usually and widely 

use which set of questionnaire to the respondent (Mashonganyika, 2004).
 

 

Ali (2016) and Aziri (2011) provided a short description of MSQ and JDI to 

practically see the distinctions of these two popular measures that most researchers 

and scholars likely to use. 

1. The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ); 

- Easy to use, developed by Weiss et al in 1967 (Ali, 2016). 

- is like a paper-pencil set of questionnaire that can be used by an individual 

or a certain group of respondents that gender is not being distinguished 

(Aziri, 2011). 

- it has two forms; 20-item short form and 100-item long type that include 

20-facets of job aspects (Ali, 2016). 

The 2 versions as differentiated by the year 1967 and 1977 (Aziri, 2011) 

The 1967-Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire 
has five scales starting to 

the not satisfied, somewhat satisfied, satisfied, very satisfied and extremely 

satisfied.  While the 1977 Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire response scale 

starting to very satisfied, satisfied, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, 

dissatisfied and very satisfied. 
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The main comparison of the two versions, it is the 1977 version is more 

balanced than the one developed during 1967 version (Aziri, 2011). 

The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) consists of the following job 

facets such as achievement, advancement, recognition, responsibility, 

company policies, supervision technical, compensation, supervision-human 

relations, working conditions, social status, security, co-workers, activity, 

authority, moral values, creativity, independence, social service, and variety 

(Aziri, 2011).  

 

2. The Job Descriptive Index (JDI); 

- Considered to be the most accepted and well known that many researchers 

used which developed and validated in 1969 by Smith, Kendall & Hullin 

(Ali, 2016). 

- It has an applicable and easy method. One of the most extensively used 

techniques for assessment of job satisfaction (Aziri, 2011)
 

- It gauges the five major job satisfaction aspects namely; The nature of 

work (work), Compensation & Benefits (pay), Attitudes toward 

supervisors (Supervision), Relation with co-workers (Coworkers) and 

Opportunities for promotion (Promotion) (Aziri, 2011 & Ali, 2016). 
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2.3 Related researches            

The recent study of Menon (2016) indicated the following major causes of 

absenteeism such as poor working conditions, job dissatisfaction, low level wages, 

lack of welfare activities, health problems, stress, depressions, social influences, 

maternity sickness, alcoholism, indebtedness, bad weather conditions, frustrations, 

attending social and religious ceremonies as well as unhygienic living conditions. 

According to Gupta (2013), cited in Naqvi & Khan (2015), bullying and harassment 

at the office, high level of stress and workload that lead to employee's low motivation, 

even someone suffering from depression who lead to use drugs that might cause more 

absenteeism, as well as those employees who will take care elder or child in case of 

sickness and emergency reason.  Other than that there is also some employee may call 

in sick for a new job application at another company. In addition, religious and local 

festivals can also lead to absence from the workplace similar to injuries or illness.
 

    

There are two types of absenteeism as discussed in the study of Dubey & Dasgupta 

(2015) that are interestingly be added namely a.) Innocent absenteeism wherein the 

reason for being absent at work has a valid reason and genuine like due to sickness or 

personal family problem and b.) Culpable absenteeism is the opposite of the later one, 

that a person is absent without any valid reason like pretending to be sick or just 

wanted to have a break and stay home.  
 

  

There are many problems that need to understand from absences.   According to 

Kautish & Kautish, (2009), cited in Senel B. & Senel M. (2012), the first one is the 

increase in operating expenses, the bad effects on the employee’s morale that 

decreases work efficiency because of work overload and additional workload to the 
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other employee and lastly the unexpected delays on any company projects or 

commitments to serve the prospective clients.  See below the table that summarizes 

the effects of absenteeism on both industry and employee Dubey & Dasgupta (2015). 

 

Table 2.6 Effects of absenteeism on industry & on the employee. 

Effects of Absenteeism on Industry                              Effects of Absenteeism on the Employee 

1. The target productions or services affected. 

2. The workload of both inexperienced and less 

experienced may increase. 

3. The finished products may have some 

rejections due to poor quality output. 

4. The cost of a certain production may increase. 

5. Expect the low-profit-margin.
 

6. Affects the entire growth. 

1. The earnings reduce or receive lesser. 

 

2. Increase obligations to pay. 

 

3. May get lower compensation offer 

 

 

4. Family problems arise. 

 

5. Lead to stress and get pressure 

 

 

6. Lower job performance 

 

7. Lead to unemployment. 

  

Peculiar features of absenteeism      

Listed below are the unusual different revel considered by research studies (Reddy, 

Avez & Chakradhar, 2014) 

a.) During payday got the lowest rate of absenteeism, which is expected on the 

day once the compensation such as salaries and other bonuses received. 

b.) Employees’ ages below 25 and above 40 generally considered to a high 

absenteeism rate. 

c.) Every organization with the different department has a different rate of 

absenteeism.
 

d.) In some traditional industries have seasonal and characters of absenteeism. 
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Measuring, monitoring, methods of recording and cost of absence: 

Every organization should measure absenteeism for the following reasons such as 

accurate computation of salaries and wages of each employee in the different 

department, for planning the human resource requirements for production scheduling, 

identifying and taking necessary actions for issues regarding absenteeism and last for 

measuring and controlling expenses involve (Mikalachki & Gandz, 1979).  With that, 

organizations use another formula in order to calculate absenteeism rate of the 

employees (Naqvi & Khan, 2015).
 

1. In computing the average number of sick days taken per employee. 

Add the total paid and unpaid sick days (all employees on the payroll register) then 

divided by the number of employees in the 12-month period.  

2. The total paid/unpaid days for leave for other reasons (all employees) divided by 

the number of employees in the 12-month period. The formula above computes the 

average number of days that were taken for leave reasons per employee other than 

sick leave. This would include reasons such as maternity or even paternity leave, 

bereavement, medical and emergency reasons. This portion excluded approved paid 

vacation. 

3. (The total number of employees that took (5-20 days) sick leave divided by the 

number of employees in the 12-month period) then multiply by 100.  This formula 

computes the percentage of sick leave usage. Another commonly used to measure 

absenteeism especially in the United Kingdom is the Bradford Factor, became popular 

during the year 1980’s in connection with the Bradford University School of 

Management that combines absence frequency and the duration.  This could possibly 

determine some irregularity of employee’s record of attendance (Naqvi & Khan, 

2015).  See formula given below. 
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S x S x D                            (1) 

S = is the number of spells of absence of an individual over a given period, and 

D = is the total number of days of absence of the individual over the same. 

The Bradford Factor Formula (adapted from Naqvi & Khan, 2015). The above 

formula is used by many organizations to determine any unacceptable patterns of an 

employee’s short-term absences during the working days (Brett, 2012). 

 

The IBEC (2011) Irish Business & Employers Confederation has a special 

contribution in explaining the Bradford Factor Formula as well as provided examples 

for quick understanding. Using Bradford Factor Formula can be illustrated in this 

example:  A certain individual also known as an employee has different episodes each 

of three days in the last 52 weeks (364 days in a year with 52 weeks).  Therefore, S=4 

(assuming got 4 episodes’ absences) and D=12 (assuming got 3 days’ absences with 4 

different episodes in the year).  Summarizes as 4 x 4 x 12 = 192.  From the 

computation the Bradford Score is 192, if the staff or an employee got a higher score 

the management must give attention or other organization in the UK normally use as a 

basis to give some warnings (IBEC, 2011) and if reaches the highest or goes beyond 

the certain point will automatically dismissed or terminated the employee.  However, 

it shows that almost 20% reduction in absence rate in the case of many organizations 

in U.K. (Naqvi & Khan, 2015).
 

 

Monitoring, controlling & methods of recording absences:    

As stated above by IBEC (2011), using the Bradford Factor Formula is another easy 

way to monitor and somehow minimize the absenteeism not only because of the 

penalty or for strict compliance.  In addition, Naqvi & Khan (2015) added that in 
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order to reduce absenteeism providing regular motivational training, minimize those 

repetitive tasks and have a job rotation can also help to control absences.  As well as 

considering the workload must not also be so much that would probably lead to 

frustrations to our employee.  It is also suggested to have those facilities like medical 

that could provide guidance and counseling, safety and health assistance and 

recreational. 
IBEC (2011) provided that there are several methods on how a certain 

organization can record absences.  It can be a computerized system or using some 

Spreadsheet, a mechanical system like a clock-in system, or even manual recording in 

a one record card, time sheets or sign-in logbook.  And recently the use of Biometrics 

by using fingerprint and other biometric information to register attendance that has 

legal protection.
For both income and productivity, absenteeism has significant 

implications (Brown, Fakhfakh and Sessions (1999) cited in Senel & Senel (2012).  

The total costs of absenteeism reported as much as $7,500 per employee per year of 

almost $300 billion per year in U.S.A similar in Canada got more than $3,350 per 

employee per year, ranging to almost $150 billion a year.  Those figures show that 

absences cause significantly (Senel & Senel 2012).  Thereby the components of the 

cost of absence must itemize and give priority to the clear understanding how 

absences become a cost to an organization (IBEC, 2011).  The foregoing details and 

figures to enlighten and serve as the guide.
 

 

1.Components of the cost of absence: 

According to IBEC (2011), there are direct and indirect costs that need to consider in 

understanding the components of the cost of absence.  Direct costs include the cost of 

sick pay incurred, followed by the replacement for a newly hired employee, medical 

referrals, and overtime rendered.  While those costs that are difficult to quantify such 
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as effect on productivity, effect on the quality of the product and performance, some 

administrative and human resource time and material use in dealing with the absence, 

the increase on the work pressure to other employees involved lastly those similar 

costs can be considered as Indirect costs (IBEC, 2011).  See table below as 

summarized by IBEC (2011).
 

 

Table 2.7 The absence cost components (adapted from IBEC, 2011). 

Absence Cost Components  % of companies 

   

Direct Cost Sick pay (scheme varies with company) 66 

 Replacement cost to hire new employee 34 

 Overtime hours rendered (to finish the tasks assign) 28 

 Medical Referrals* 30 

   

Indirect Cost Effect on productivity on entire production and services 32 

 Effect on the quality of products and services. 14 

 Time consume by the HR or Administration in dealing with the absences. 21 

 Work pressure to other employees involve 22 

 Other similar related cost 1 

Total  161=100% 

 

2. Checklist for computing the Cost of Absence: 

IBEC (2011) itemized the direct and indirect costs that are possibly be form part of 

computing the related cost of absence.  The table has revised and summarized with 

accurate contents as the original.
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Table 2.8 The cost of absence (Direct and Indirect Costs) 

1.Direct Costs 
of Absence (For 1 

year period) 
 

 

1.1 Occupational Sick Pay (paid to specific staff involve in absences) 

1.2 Continued payment of fringe benefits during absence 

1.3 Overtime payments for those filling in for absentees 

1.4 Overtime payments for employees later down the line which arises out of absence
 

1.5 Excess cost of temporary staff to replace the absent regular staff (e.g. employment 

agency fee) 

1.6 Overstaffing to cover for absence (weekly wage plus employment cost x number of 

extra staff x 52) 

2 Indirect Costs 
of Absence (For 1 

year period) 

  

 

 

 

2.1 Cost of recruiting and training extra staff as a replacement or additional workforce due 

to the absence of the staff assigned to that specific task. (Cost of related expenses 

incurred x number of persons that serve as extra staff)
 

2.2 Cost of management/supervisory time devoted to dealing with absence-related issues, 

e.g. revising schedules, disciplining, record keeping, counseling, etc. (hours devoted 

per week x hourly rate x 52) 

2.3 Reduced productivity from work being done by less experienced/more tired 

employees, from returning workers operating at lower point in learning curve (excess 

hours per annum required to achieve standard output x hourly pay rate, or lost output 

per annum x profit contribution per unit of output) 

2.4 Lower product quality of work due to the replacement of staff, cost of rejects, i.e. cost 

of scrap materials and cost of re-work, i.e. materials and labor costs to put things right 

and cost of extra premiums to maintain saleable volume (e.g. extra overtime to make 

up the volume).
 

2.5 Cost of disruptions/section shut down due to absenteeism; estimate of profit foregone 

by lost production or financial charges incurred due to late delivery; the cost of 

feeding other parts of the company.
 

2.6 Extra costs incurred in using other means of transportation to conduct any business 

transactions to meet a deadline or due to urgent reasons (e.g. freighted by air instead of 

the sea.)
 

2.7 Loss of customers due to failure to meet deadline or to inferior product quality (last 

financial year) – profit loss from customers who did not re-order as expected (when 

this can be related to absence) 

2.8 Low morale amongst other staff caused by lax attendance of certain employees 

(lateness, turnover, failure to work at measured standard performance). 

2.9 Cost of absence monitoring equipment and staff. Estimate the cost involved in 

equipment purchase or hire, and wages and employment costs of staff. 

2.10 Insert any other items that cannot classify as direct cost and cost that are not listed 

above incurred during the year at your organization. 

Cost Per annum   

Grand Total ($)   

 

Source: IBEC (2011) Employee Absenteeism; A Guide to Managing Absence, p.19 

 

The Table is a checklist that itemized both direct cost and indirect cost of calculating 

the cost of absence.  However, that cost that cannot be classified as the direct cost can 

categorize as an indirect cost for accurate recording on a yearly basis.
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2.4 Conceptual Framework 

From the review of the related literature that the relationship between variables can be 

presented as it shows below.  The study proposed this as it was supported by the 

previous studies that require further investigation.
 The descriptions of the variables 

are as follows for the Independent Variables: Herzberg’s Two-Factor Motivation 

Theory, that are divided into two major categories such as Motivators that consists of 

the following namely Achievement, Recognition, Work itself, Responsibility, 

Advancement, Possibility of growth.  The second category is Hygiene factors that 

consist of the following namely Company policy and administration, Technical 

supervision, Salary, Interpersonal relations – supervision, Working conditions, Status, 

Interpersonal relations – subordinate, Interpersonal relations – peers, Private Life, Job 

security. Job Satisfaction: Pay, Job itself, Promotion Opportunities, Supervision, and 

Fairness.  The dependent variable in this study is the absenteeism. 

 

 

Motivation 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Conceptual Framework  

 

 
 
 

Motivators 

 

 
 

Hygiene Factors 

 
 

Job satisfaction 

 

 

 

Absenteeism 
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2.5 Hypothesis 

In the light of the review of the relevant literature, the following hypothesis is framed 

for verification through empirical investigation.
 

H1: Motivator Factors has a positive relationship with job satisfaction.
 

H2: Hygiene Factors has a positive relationship with job satisfaction.
 

H3: Motivator Factors has a negative relationship with absenteeism. 

H4: Hygiene Factors has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

H5: Job Satisfaction has a negative correlation with absenteeism.
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter is about the research methodologies of study.  It consists of 7 topics as 

follows: 

 

3.1 Population and sample size 

3.2 Research instruments 

3.3 Research design 

3.4 Variables of the research 

3.5 Pretest of research instrument 

3.6 Data collection 

3.7 Data analysis 
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3.1 Population and sample size 

Population 

The population of this research is the working individual in general firms in Bangkok.  

Moreover, also the scope of the age range of employees is from 18 to 42 years old and 

above which is considered respondents for this survey. A sample size of 333 was 

determined from the population (2,000 employees) using Taro Yamane’s sample size 

determination from general firms. (see computation below). 

     
             n   =                 N       

 

                                1 + N(e)²       (2) 

 

 Where   n  = Sample size 

              N = Population of the study   

              e  =  Tolerable error (5%) 

              n  =            2,000 

                       1 + 2,000 (0.05)² 

  

              n  =             2,000 

                         1 + 2,000 (0.0025) 

 

              n  =             2,000 

                   

                              6 

              

                   =   333.33333  or 333 
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3.2. Research instruments 

The questionnaires were designed in relation to the conceptual framework and divided 

into four parts. The first part was demographic that gathered the basic personal 

information of each respondent.   The second part designed to test the agreement on 

motivational factors adapted from the Herzberg's Two-factor theory. The third part 

was about the agreement on some job satisfaction facets in relation to Job Descriptive 

Index (JDI).  The fourth part focused on items that can determine on absences for 

absenteeism causes.  The types and designs of questionnaires depend on the studies 

that examined and investigated the motivational factors as well as the job satisfaction 

in relation to absenteeism issue.  It focuses on the perception of the absenteeism is 

caused by either lack of motivation or due to no job satisfaction.  If it is necessary to 

design in English first and then translated into the Thai language so that the 

respondent will find the questionnaire easy to understand the content, and possibly 

finish the survey more accurately and smoothly.
 

 

3.3 Research design 

The research is used the quantitative method by collecting the primary data to meet 

the objective of the study.   The questionnaires were distributed randomly to the 

respondents from the general firms, the sample of the study.  The study analyzed and 

examined the effect of motivation and job satisfaction on absenteeism.  The 

questionnaire was composed of three main parts to collect the necessary data for the 

variables.  The data were analyzed using descriptive statistics including the mean, 

median, and standard deviation.  The Regression Analysis also carried out to study the 

effect of motivation and job satisfaction on absenteeism.
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3.4 Variables of the research 

3.4.1 Dependent variable 

Dependent variable in this study is absenteeism, where the certain individual may 

identify either some of the motivational factors or job satisfaction factors that were 

classified into two parts for the motivation factors.  

 

3.4.2 Independent variables 

Independent variables for this study are those factors that derive from motivation and 

job satisfaction.  It consists of motivational factors and job satisfaction factors as 

follows;   

 Motivators: Achievement, recognition, work itself, responsibility, 

advancement and growth. 

 Hygiene: company policy, technical supervision, salary, interpersonal 

relations-supervision, working conditions, status, interpersonal relations-

subordinate, interpersonal relations-peers, private life, and job security. 

 Job satisfaction: pay, work itself, promotion, supervision, and fairness. 

 

3.5 Pretest of research instrument 

The study conducted the trial issuance of the questionnaire in English version to some 

of the employees working in general firms.  The pretest of the research instrument 

was done to measure as to how many respondents could understand the English 

version.  But I was ended up to change the English questionnaire to Thai language 

version.  Out of 20 questionnaires distributed only 30% respondents who can 

complete the entire questionnaire, some of the 70% was not completed simply 

because of the language that not easily answerable and others did not mark and leave 
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blank the question item.  The researcher decided to consult for the authorized 

translation office with competent translator and it was also consulted to some of Thai 

professionals to properly translate it into Thai language especially to the human 

resource personnel.  It turned out that the translation was successfully translated and 

printed for distribution. 

 

3.6 Data collection 

The questionnaires were distributed to the general firms in Bangkok with the help of 

some contact person in every office.  The researcher collected a week after once the 

contact person call to avoid the disturbance to the working employee and some were 

advised to send a copy via email and even with the use other social media applications 

like LINE and Facebook.  The total of 333 questionnaires were returned back or 

completely collected 100% after 3 weeks.  Almost 60% of the questionnaires 

collected personally and the rest by social media and email.  It was not easy to collect 

due to some office restrictions regarding the solicitation or in other words, some 

offices do not allow the researcher to directly access the employee while at work.  

 

3.7 Data analysis 

The primary data processed by the use of Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

(SPSS).  Regression statistical method used to analyze and test the research 

hypotheses at 0.05 level of significance.  The regression analysis conducted on the 

relationship between absenteeism and job satisfaction.  The significant negative 

relationship between motivation and absenteeism was calculated using statistical 

application of correlation matrix and descriptive statistics that showed the 

relationship. The score on a 5- point Likert-type scale in this study to determine the 
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level of agreement, the highest point to lowest point/scale point must consider as 

calculated as follows; 
 = (5-1/5 = 0.8) therefore, the scale ranges level of agreement 

are respectively as follows (4.21-5.00 Strongly Agree, 3.41- 4.20 Agree, 2.61-3.40 

Neutral, 1.81- 2.60 Disagree and 1.00- 1.80 Strongly disagree. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the data analysis and the meaning of the 

analysis result based upon the data collection of 333 questionnaires. The presentations 

are divided into three sections as follows; 

 

4.1 Description of the respondent’s personal information 

4.2 Presentation of the findings and analysis of data 

4.3 Hypotheses test 
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4.1 Description of the respondent’s personal information 

The demographic detail of the 333 respondents was divided into two parts: frequency 

and percent as shown table below. 

Table 4.1 The Analysis of Personal Information using Frequency and Percentage. 

Demographic  Frequency Percent 

Gender Female 

Male 

180 

153 

54.1 

45.9 

Age 18-22 

23-27 

28-32 

33-37 

38-42 

over 42 years old 

4 

34 

89 

106 

69 

31 

1.2 

10.2 

26.7 

31.8 

20.7 

9.3 

Marital status Single 

Married 

232 

101 

69.7 

30.3 

Educational level Under high school 

High school 

Associate, bachelor 

Master 

Over master 

6 

13 

154 

129 

31 

1.8 

3.9 

46.2 

38.7 

9.3 

Working years Below 3 years 

3-6 year 

7-10 year 

11-14 year 

Over 14 years 

13 

86 

67 

62 

105 

3.9 

25.8 

20.1 

18.6 

31.5 

Number of leave used per 

Month 

Zero 

1-3 

4-6 

more than 6 

103 

175 

41 

14 

30.9 

52.6 

12.3 

4.2 
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The above table consists of six items namely gender, age, marital status, educational 

level, working years and number of leaves used per month.
 

1. Gender: the female respondents consist of 180 and the male is 153 to the total of 

333 respondents that equals to 54.1% for female and 45.9% for male. 

 

2. Age: it was categorized into 6.  The majority of the respondents were aged 33-37, 

which has 106 or 31.8% respondents.  The second most group from ages 28-32, which 

have 89 or 26.7% respondents.  The ages 38-42 were the third that was 69 or 20.7%.  

The fourth and fifth those ages 23-27 and over 42 years old that consisted of 34 and 

31 or 10.2% and 9.3% respectively.   The age group 18-24 got the least with a total of 

4 or 1.2%. 

 

3. Marital status:  The marital status categorized into Single and married.  The 232 or 

69.7% are Single and the 101 or 30.3% are married. 

 

4. Educational level:  the majority of the respondents were found with an associate, 

bachelor degree 154 or 46.2% of all the respondents.  Second to that belongs to 

category Master with 129 or 38.7% of all the respondents.  Those with over Master 

are third with 31 or 9.3%.  The fourth category high school with 13 or 3.9% of the 

total respondents.  The least under the high school with 6 or 1.8% of the total 

respondents.
 

 

5.Working years:  it was categorized into 5 levels as to a number of working year of 

each respondent.  Those over 14 years have a greatest in number with 105 or 31.5% 

of the total respondents.  Second to that those with 3-6 years with 86 or 25.8%.  
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Followed by those with 7-10 years and 11-14 years with 67 or 20.1% and 62 or 18.6% 

respectively.  The least those below 3 years with 13 or 3.9% of the total 

respondents.
 

6.A number of leaves used per month: categorized into 4 groups. The category 1-3 

with the highest number of respondents got 175 or 52.6%, second to that under Zero 

category with 103 or 30.9%.  The two last 4-6 and more than 6 have the following 

respondents 41 or 12.3% and 14 or 4.2% respectively.
 

 

Level of agreement analysis of the sample data 

The level of agreement from respondents on Motivator, Hygiene Factors, Job 

Satisfaction and Absenteeism is summarized in Table 4.2.1 The mean of agreement of 

the respondent for every item shows the level of agreement on every question while 

S.D. (standard deviation) denotes the standard deviation of importance.  As 

summarized in the table it shows the means of all variables ranging from 3.41 to 4.20 

are described as agreeing.
 The motivator factor is ranked with the mean score of 

3.85 and S.D. of 0.375, which is considered as agreed.  This independent variable 

consists of six items such as achievement, advancement, work itself, recognition, 

growth, and responsibility.  The mean and standard deviation value are 4.18 and 

0.505, 3.89 and 0.577, 3.65 and 0.823, 3.84 and 0.652, 3.84 and 0.0625, 3.69 and 

0.511 respectively.  All these items considered as agree based on the scale of 

ranges.
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Table 4.2 Level of agreement 

 

Item 

 

Mean 

 

Standard 

Deviation 

 

Level 

of Agreement 

Motivators 3.85 0.375 Agree 

Achievement 4.18 0.505 Agree 

Advancement 3.89 0.577 Agree 

Work itself 3.65 0.823 Agree 

Recognition 3.85 0.652 Agree 

Growth 3.84 0.625 Agree 

Responsibility 3.69 0.511 Agree 

Hygiene Factors 3.82 0.498 Agree 

Company Policy 3.72 0.932 Agree 

Interpersonal Relation-Peers 4.03 0.646 Agree 

Work Security 3.80 0.752 Agree 

Personal life 3.91 0.571 Agree 

Salary 3.56 0.779 Agree 

Interpersonal Relation-Subordinate 3.93 0.685 Agree 

Supervision Technical 3.77 0.658 Agree 

Interpersonal Relation- Supervisor 3.71 0.646 Agree 

Working conditions 3.81 0.687 Agree 

Status 3.98 0.646 Agree 

Job Satisfaction 3.77 0.554 Agree 

Absenteeism 2.10 0.780 Disagree 

 

As presented in the table above, Hygiene Factors with the mean value of 3.82 and SD 

of 0.498 that considered as agree.  As classified as independent variables, hygiene 

factors distributed ten items namely company policy, interpersonal relation-peers, 

work security, personal life, salary, interpersonal relation-subordinate, supervision 

technical, interpersonal relation-supervisor, working conditions, and status.  These ten 

items found to have the mean values that considered as agree on the level of 

agreement as shown in the above table.  The last independent variable Job satisfaction 

with the mean 3.77 and S.D. of 0.554 that considered as agree.  The dependent 
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variable under the item name Absenteeism has a mean of 2.10 and SD of 0.780 would 

definitely consider as Disagree because these items are designed in a negative 

direction.
 

 

4.2 Presentation of the findings and analysis of data 

This part discussed the correlation analysis, hypothesis test and summary of the 

hypothesis results required for this study. 

4.2.1 Correlation analysis 

The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) and the Probability (P) were used to analyze 

the correlation of all the variables.  Correlation is considered to be the statistical 

technique on how strongly pairs of two or more variable are related.  It was used for 

testing as if there were correlations among variables associated with the motivator 

factors such as achievement, advancement, work itself, recognition, growth, and 

responsibility.  The second group of variables belongs to Hygiene Factors were also 

analyzed their correlation.  Hygiene factors such as company policy, interpersonal 

relations – peers, work security, personal life, salary, interpersonal relations- 

subordinates, supervision technical, interpersonal relations-supervisor, working 

conditions, and status.  Both Motivators and Hygiene Factors were analyzed and 

prepared a correlation matrix.  Continuously, the correlation of motivation and job 

satisfaction, the correlation of motivation and absenteeism and lastly the correlation 

of job satisfaction and absenteeism were all analyzed.  
 

To understand clearly, it was suggested that understanding the correlation effect size 

and so we could determine the strength of the correlation of the variables the R 

(Pearson correlation) has an absolute value as James (1996) cited by Li (2015).   
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The absolute value of R as follows: 

0.00 -  0.19 = very weak correlation 

0.20 - 0.39 = weak correlation 

0.40 - 0.59 = moderate correlation 

0.60 - 0.79 = strong correlation 

0.80 - 1.0 = very strong correlation 

Similarly, the P value has the range from zero to one (Anderson et al, 2013) cited by 

Li (2015) as follows;
 

P = 0.050 – the point or boundary of statistical significance 

0.000– 0.050 = strong significance 

0.051 – 1.000 = no significance 

 

Table 4.3 Correlation matrix of motivators 

 AC AD WI RC GR RP 

AC 1      

AD 0.73 1     

WI .165** .204** 1    

RC .042 .291** .201** 1   

GR .129* .437** .327** .270** 1  

RP .210** .163** .237** .311** .504** 1 

Note: ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed), *correlation is significant at the 0.05 

level (2-tailed).  Legend: AC=achievement, AD= advancement, WI = work itself, RC = recognition, 

GR = Growth, RP= responsibility. 

 

The above table can be summarized as follows; Achievement has no correlation with 

advancement (r = 0.73), achievement has significant correlation with work itself (r = 

0.165), achievement has no correlation with recognition (r = 0.042), achievement has 

significant correlation with growth (r = 0.129), achievement has also significant 
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correlation with the responsibility (r = 0.210). Second to that is advancement with 

work itself significant correlation (r = 0.204), advancement and recognition 

significant correlation (r = 0.291), advancement and growth significant correlation (r 

= 0.437), advancement and responsibility also significant correlation (r = 0.163).  The 

work itself also significant correlated with recognition, growth and responsibility.  As 

well as the recognition has significant correlated with growth and responsibility. 

Lastly the growth also significant correlated with responsibility. 

 

Table 4.4 Correlation matrix of motivation, job satisfaction, and absenteeism
 

 MO JS AB 

MO 

JS 

AB 

1 

.666** 

-.127* 

 

1 

.060 

 

 

1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed), *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-

tailed).  Legend: MO = motivation, JS= Job Satisfaction, AB= Absenteeism 

 

The above correlation matrix revealed that Motivation has a strong significant 

correlation with Job Satisfaction with the above value of 0.666, while Motivation and 

Absenteeism significant negative correlation with the value of -.127.  Meanwhile, Job 

Satisfaction and Absenteeism has a very weak positive correlation with the value of 

0.060 on the above table. The Pearson Correlation value of 0.666 confirmed to be a 

strong significant positive correlation between Motivation and Job Satisfaction.   
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Table 4.5 Correlation analysis of motivation and job satisfaction 

 Motivation Job Satisfaction 

   

Motivation            Pearson Correlation 

                              Sig (2-tailed) 

                               N 

1 

 

333 

.666** 

.000 

333 

Job Satisfaction     Pearson Correlation 

                               Sig (2-tailed) 

                               N 

.666** 

.000 

 

333 

1 

 

333 

 ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 

 

A significant negative correlation between Motivation and Absenteeism with a 

Pearson correlation value of -0.127 as shown in the next table.  It predicted an 

increase in absences is associated with a decrease in motivation by that value.
 

 

Table 4.6 Correlation analysis of motivation and absenteeism 

 Motivation Absenteeism 

Motivation            Pearson Correlation 

                              Sig (2-tailed) 

                               N 

1 

 

333 

-.127* 

.020 

333 

Absenteeism          Pearson Correlation 

                               Sig (2-tailed) 

                               N 

-.127* 

.020 

333 

1 

 

333 

 

The last is the correlation analysis of Job Satisfaction and Absenteeism that required 

for this study.  By the value of 0.060, the Pearson correlation dictates very weak 

positive correlation between Job Satisfaction and Absenteeism. For the absolute value 

of R (correlation) from 0.00 to 0.19 very weak correlation.  The said result showing 

that job satisfaction could not directly cause absenteeism.  See table below.
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Table 4.7 Correlation analysis of job satisfaction and absenteeism 

 Job Satisfaction Absenteeism 

   

Job Satisfaction            Pearson Correlation 

                                     Sig (2-tailed) 

                                     N 

1 

 

333 

.060 

.279 

333 

Absenteeism                Pearson Correlation 

                                     Sig (2-tailed) 

                                     N 

.060 

.279 

333 

1 

 

333 

 

 

4.3 Hypothesis testing 

H1 Motivators have a positive relationship with job satisfaction.
 

HA1: Achievement has a positive relationship with Job satisfaction.
 

HA2: Advancement has a positive relationship with Job satisfaction.
 

HA3: Work Itself has a positive relationship with Job satisfaction.
 

HA4: Recognition has a positive relationship with Job satisfaction.
 

HA5: Growth has a positive relationship with Job satisfaction.
 

HA6: Responsibility has a positive relationship with Job satisfaction.
 

 

Table 4.8 A model summary regression analysis of motivators on job satisfaction 

 

Model 

 

R 

 

R  

Square 

 

Adjusted R 

Square 

 

Std. Error of 

The estimate 

 

Durbin- 
 

Watson 

1 .596 .355 .344 .44910 1.967 
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The above table (Model Summary) shows that R with the value of 0.596 indicates a 

high degree of correlation.  The R square indicates how much of the total variation 

with job satisfaction.  Since the R square with a value of .355 as shown above or 

35.5% signifies that the model explains none of the variability of the response data 

around its mean.  As R square serves as a statistical measurement of how close the 

data are to fit the regression line.  The last column on the table above the Durbin-

Watson d = 1.967, which is between the two critical values of 1.5 < d < 2.5 therefore, 

assumed that there was no first order linear autocorrelation in multiple linear 

regression data.
 

 

Table 4.9 Coefficients regression analysis of motivators on job satisfaction 

 

 

 

Model 

 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

 

 

SC 

 

 

T 

 

 

Sig 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval for 

B 

 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

 B S.E. Beta   LB UB T VIF 

Constant 1.815 .290  6.3 .000 1.24 2.39   

AC -.108 .050 -.098 -2.1 .000 -.21 -.01 .939 1.06 

AD -.036 .049 -.037 -.73 .468 -.13 -.06 .762 1.31 

WI -.096 .032 -.142 -2.9 .003 -.16 -.03 .860 1.16 

RE .257 .041 .302 6.2 .000 .18 .34 .834 1.19 

GR .363 .051 .410 7.1 .000 .26 .46 .593 1.69 

RP .139 .058 .129 2.4 .018 .03 .25 .680 1.47 

a.) Predictors Legend: AC-Achievement, AD- Advancement, WI- Work itself, RE-Recognition, GR-

Growth, RP-Responsibility.  b.) Other abbreviations can be found on the table: S.E.-Std.Error, S.C.- 

Standard Coefficients, LB- Lower Bound, UB- Upper Bound, T- Tolerance. 
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The multiple regression table above shows the participants’ motivators predicted a 

significant with this equation: where J is a job satisfaction. With the equation as 

follows: J= 1.815 + .275 RE + .363 GR + .139 RP 

The above equation explains that predictors such as recognition, growth and 

responsibility are significant in relation with job satisfaction.  While other predictor 

like achievement, advancement and work itself might not be significant with the job 

satisfaction.  However, the achievement and work itself indicated a negative beta that 

found to be unrelated to the job satisfaction despite have significant. 

 

H2 Hygiene Factors have a positive relationship with Job satisfaction.
 

HB1: Company Policy has a positive relationship with Job Satisfaction.
 

HB2: Interpersonal relations- peers has a positive relationship with Job Satisfaction.
 

HB3: Work Security has a positive relationship with Job Satisfaction.
 

HB4: Personal life has a positive relationship with Job Satisfaction.
 

HB5: Salary has a positive relationship with Job Satisfaction.
 

HB6: Interpersonal relations - subordinates have a positive relationship with Job 

Satisfaction.
 

HB7: Supervision Technical has a positive relationship with Job Satisfaction.
 

HB8: Interpersonal relations - supervisor has a positive relationship with Job 

Satisfaction.
 

HB9: Working Conditions has a positive relationship with Job Satisfaction.
 

HB10: Status has a positive relationship with Job Satisfaction.
 

 

Hygiene factors consist of ten independent variables that renamed with two to three 

letter namely company policy (CP), interpersonal relations- peers (IR-P), work 
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security (WS), personal life (PL), salary(SL), interpersonal relations- subordinates 

(IR-SO), supervision-technical (SVT), interpersonal relations – supervisor (IR-SV), 

working conditions (WC) and status (ST).  The following table was created that all 

details taken from the linear regression using SPSS such as model summary, 

ANOVA, and coefficients.  This study also considered some charts that added related 

findings from the analysis.  The first table below is the model summary followed by 

the analysis of details.
 

 

Table 4.10 A model summary regression analysis of hygiene factors on job 

satisfaction 

 

Model 

 

R 

 

R  

Square 

 

Adjusted R 

Square 

 

Std. Error of 

The estimate 

 

Durbin- 
 

Watson 

      

1 .771 .595 .582 .35822 2.228 

 

The above table shows that R with the value of 0.771 indicates a high degree of 

correlation.  The R square indicates how much of the total variation in the dependent 

variable (job satisfaction). The hygiene factors are a group of independent variables 

composed of company policy, interpersonal relations – peers, work security, personal 

life, salary, interpersonal relations – subordinates, supervision technical, interpersonal 

relations – supervisor, working conditions, and status.  Since the R square with a 

value of .595 as shown above or 59.5% signifies that the model explains none of the 

variability of the response data around its mean.  The last column labeled Durbin-

Watson also analyzed, d = 2.228 which is between the two critical values of 1.5 < d < 

2.5 therefore, assumed that there was no first order linear autocorrelation in multiple 

linear regression data.
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Table 4.11 Coefficients regression analysis of hygiene factors on job satisfaction 

 

 

 

 

Model 

 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

 

 

SC 

 

 

T 

 

 

Sig 

 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval for 

B 

 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

 B S.E. Beta   LB UB T VIF 

Constant .672 .182  3.7 .000 .31 1.0   

CP .080 .032 .134 2.5 .012 .02 .14 .448 2.23 

IR-P .258 .041 .301 6.2 .000 .20 .34 .538 1.86 

WS -.044 .038 -.059 -1.2 .246 -.12 .03 .482 2.08 

PL .073 .039 .075 1.9 .064 -.00 .15 .781 1.28 

SL .091 .042 .128 2.2 .030 .01 .17 .368 2.72 

IR-SO .046 .046 .057 1.0 .314 -.04 .14 .394 2.54 

SVT .025 .053 .030 .48 .635 -.08 .13 .317 3.15 

IR-SV .291 .050 .339 5.8 .000 .19 .39 .364 2.74 

WC .067 .047 .083 1.4 .160 -.03 .16 .365 2.74 

ST -.072 .042 -.084 -1.7 .087 -.15 .01 .530 1.89 

a.) Dependent variable: Job Satisfaction b.) Predictors Legend: CP-Company Policy, IR-P- 

Interpersonal relations-peers, WS- Work Security, PL-Personal Life, SL-Salary, IR-SO-Interpersonal 

Relations-Subordinates, SVT- Supervision Technical, IR-SV-Interpersonal relations supervisor, WC- 

Working Conditions, ST-Status c. Other abbreviations can be found on the table: S.E.-Std.Error,  S.C.- 

Standard Coefficients, LB- Lower Bound, UB- Upper Bound, T- Tolerance. 

 

The multiple regression table above shows the participants’ hygiene factors predicted 

a significant with this equation: where J is a job satisfaction: J= .672 + .080CP + .258 

IRP + .091 SL + .291 IRSV.  The equation explains that predictors such as company 

policy, interpersonal relations – peers, salary and interpersonal relations – supervisor 

are significant in relation with job satisfaction.  While other predictors such as work 

security, personal life, interpersonal relations – subordinates, supervision technical, 

working conditions and status are not significant with the job satisfaction. 
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H3 Motivators have negative relationship with absenteeism
 

HC1: Achievement has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HC2: Advancement has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HC3: Work Itself has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HC4: Recognition has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HC5: Growth has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HC6: Responsibility has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

 

Table4.12 A model summary of regression analysis of motivators on absenteeism
 

 

Model 

 

R 

 

R  

Square 

 

Adjusted R 

Square 

 

Std. Error of 

The estimate 

 

Durbin- 
 

Watson 

1 .305 .093 .076 .75057 2.187 

      

The above table (Model Summary) shows that R with the value of 0.305 indicates a 

high degree of correlation.  The R square indicates how much of the total variation in 

the dependent variable (absenteeism), The motivators is a group of independent 

variables composed of achievement, advancement, work itself, recognition, growth, 

and responsibility.  Since the R square with a value of .093 as shown above or 9.3% 

signifies that the model explains none of the variability of the response data around its 

mean.  As R square serves as a statistical measurement of how close the data are to fit 

the regression line.  The are several names namely coefficient of determination or the 

coefficient of multiple determination for multiple regression.  The last column on the 

table above the Durbin-Watson d = 2.187, which is between the two critical values of 

1.5 < d < 2.5 therefore, assumed that there was no first order linear autocorrelation in 

multiple linear regression data.
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Table 4.13 Coefficients regression analysis of motivators on absenteeism 

 

 

 

Model 

 

Unstandardized 

Coefficeints 

 

 

SC 

 

 

T 

 

 

Sig 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval for 

B 

 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

 B S.E. Beta   LB UB T VIF 

Constant 3.121 .484  6.5 .000 2.17 4.1   

AC .075 .084 .048 .9 .375 -.09 .24 .939 1.06 

AD -.164 .082 -.121 -2.0 .045 -.33 -.00 .762 1.31 

WI -.020 .054 -.021 -.37 .708 -.13 .09 .860 1.16 

RE .252 .069 .210 3.6 .000 .12 .39 .834 1.19 

GR -.050 .085 -.040 -.58 .560 -.22 .12 .593 1.69 

RP -.377 .098 -.247 -3.9 .000 -.57 -.19 .680 1.47 

a.) Dependent variable: Absenteeism b.) Predictors Legend: AC-Achievement, AD- Advancement, WI- 

Work itself, RE-Recognition, GR-Growth, RP-Responsibility. c.) Other abbreviations can be found on 

the table: S.E.-Std.Error,  S.C.- Standard Coefficients, LB- Lower Bound, UB- Upper Bound, T- 

Tolerance. 

 

The summary of the equation and hypotheses of the above table with the equation as 

follows; A = 3.121 + .252RE - .377RP.  The multiple regression table above shows 

the participants’ motivators predicted no significant negative with absenteeism.  The 

above table shows that predictors such as achievement, advancement, work itself, and 

growth are no significant negative relation with absenteeism.  While the predictor 

recognition found to be positive and significant while only predictor responsibility 

found to be negative significant that accepted the hypothesis. 

 

H4 Hygiene Factors have negative relationship with absenteeism 

HD1: Company Policy has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HD2: Interpersonal relations- peers has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HD3: Work Security has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
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HD4: Personal life has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HD5: Salary has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HD6: Interpersonal relations - subordinates have a negative relationship with 

absenteeism.
 

HD7: Supervision Technical has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HD8: Interpersonal relations - supervisor has a negative relationship with 

absenteeism.
 

HD9: Working Conditions has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HD10: Status has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

 

Hygiene factors consist of ten independent variables that renamed with two to three 

letter namely company policy (CP), interpersonal relations- peers (IR-P), work 

security (WS), personal life (PL), salary (SL), interpersonal relations- subordinates 

(IR-SO), supervision-technical (SVT), interpersonal relations – supervisor (IR-SV), 

working conditions (WC) and status (ST).  The following table was created that all 

details taken from the linear regression using SPSS such as model summary, 

ANOVA, and coefficients.  This study also considered some charts that added related 

findings from the analysis.  The first table below is the model summary followed by 

the analysis of details.
 

 

Table 4.14 A model summary regression analysis of hygiene factors on absenteeism 

 

Model 

 
R 

 
R  

Square 

 
Adjusted R 

Square 

 
Std. Error of 

The estimate 

 
Durbin- 

 

Watson 

      

1 .438 .192 .167 .71275 2.174 
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The above table shows that R with the value of 0.438 indicates a high degree of 

correlation.  The R square indicates how much of the total variation in the dependent 

variable (absenteeism), The hygiene factors are a group of independent variables 

composed of achievement, advancement, work itself, recognition, growth, and 

responsibility.  Since the R square with a value of .192 as shown above or 19.2% 

signifies that the model explains none of the variability of the response data around its 

mean.  The last column labeled Durbin-Watson also analyzed, d = 2.174 which is 

between the two critical values of 1.5 < d < 2.5 therefore, assumed that there was no 

first order linear autocorrelation in multiple linear regression data.
 

 

Table 4.15 Coefficients regression analysis of hygiene factors on absenteeism 

 

 

 

 

Model 

 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

 

 

SC 

 

 

T 

 

 

Sig 

 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval for 

B 

 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

 B S.E. Beta   LB UB T VIF 

          

Constant 2.066 .362  5.7 .000 1.35 2.7   

CP -.225 .063 -.268 -3.6 .000 -.35 -.10 .448 2.23 

IR-P -.274 .082 -.227 -3.3 .001 -.44 -.11 .538 1.86 

WS -.036 .075 -.035 -.5 .630 -.18 .11 .482 2.08 

PL .230 .078 .169 3.0 .003 .08 .38 .781 1.28 

SL .021 .083 .021 .25 .802 -.14 .18 .368 2.72 

IR-SO -.091 .091 -.080 -.99 .320 -.27 .09 .394 2.54 

SVT -.238 .105 -.201 -2.3 .024 -.45 -.03 .317 3.15 

IR-SV .624 .100 .517 6.23 .000 .43 .82 .364 2.74 

WC -.085 .094 -.075 -.90 .369 -.27 .10 .365 2.74 

ST .100 .083 .083 1.21 .228 -.06 .26 .530 1.89 

a.) Dependent variable: Absenteeism b.) Predictors Legend: CP-Company Policy, IR-P- Interpersonal 

relations-peers, WS- Work Security, PL-Personal Life, SL-Salary, IR-SO-Interpersonal Relations-

Subordinates, SVT- Supervision Technical, IR-SV-Interpersonal relations supervisor, WC- Working 
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Conditions, ST-Status c. Other abbreviations can be found on the table: S.E.-Std.Error, S.C.- Standard 

Coefficients, LB- Lower Bound, UB- Upper Bound, T- Tolerance. 

 

The multiple regression tables above show the participants’ motivators predicted 

significant negative with absenteeism.  With the following equation: A = 2.066 - .225 

CP - .274 IRP - .238 SVT + .230 PL + .624 IRSV.  The equation explains that 

predictors such as company policy, interpersonal relations – peers, supervision 

technical, personal life and interpersonal relations - supervisor are significant negative 

relation with absenteeism.  While other predictors such as work security, salary, 

interpersonal relations – subordinates, working conditions and status are indicating 

positive relation with the absenteeism. 

H5 Job Satisfaction has negative correlation with absenteeism 

HE1: Pay has a negative relationship with absenteeism.
 

HE2: Nature of work has a negative correlation with absenteeism.
 

HE3: Promotion has a negative correlation with absenteeism.
 

HE4: Supervision has a negative correlation with absenteeism.
 

HE5: Coworkers has a negative correlation with absenteeism.
 

HE6: Fairness has a negative correlation with absenteeism.
 

The independent variable Job Satisfaction were categorized in six groups to properly 

analyze namely Pay (variable Job Satisfaction Question 1, 7 & 14), Nature of work 

(variable Job Satisfaction Question 4, 6, 11 & 13), Promotion (variable Job 

Satisfaction Question 2 & 5), Supervision (variable Job Satisfaction Question 3, 9 & 

12), Coworkers (variable Job Satisfaction Question 5 & 10) and Fairness (variable Job 

Satisfaction Question 8).   The following table was created that all details taken from 

the linear regression using SPSS such as model summary, ANOVA, and coefficients.  

This study also considered some charts that added related findings from the analysis.  
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The first table below is the model summary followed by the analysis of details.
 

 

Table 4.16 A model summary regression analysis of job satisfaction on absenteeism 

 

Model 

 

R 

 

R  

Square 

 

Adjusted R 

Square 

 

Std. Error of 

The estimate 

 

Durbin- 
 

Watson 

      

1 .220 .049 .031 .76876 2.361 

      

 

The above table shows that R with the value of 0.220 indicates a high degree of 

correlation.  The R square indicates how much of the total variation in the dependent 

variable (absenteeism), The hygiene factors are a group of independent variables 

composed of achievement, advancement, work itself, recognition, growth, and 

responsibility.  Since the R square with a value of .049 as shown above or 4.9% 

signifies that the model explains none of the variability of the response data around its 

mean.  The last column labeled Durbin-Watson also analyzed, d = 2.361 which is 

between the two critical values of 1.5 < d < 2.5 therefore, assumed that there was no 

first order linear autocorrelation in multiple linear regression data.
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Table 4.17 Coefficients regression analysis of job satisfaction on absenteeism 

 

 

 

Model 

 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

 

 

SC 

 

 

T 

 

 

Sig 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval for 

B 

 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

 B S.E. Beta   LB UB T VIF 

Constant 2.206 .335  6.6 .000 1.55 2.9   

PY .122 .043 .177 2.8 .005 .04 .21 .738 1.36 

NW -.332 .150 -.224 -2.2 .028 -.63 -.04 .282 3.54 

PR .067 .077 .064 .9 .387 -.09 .22 .533 1.86 

SV -.018 .100 -.017 -.2 .856 -.22 .18 .347 2.88 

CW .135 .114 .099 1.2 .238 -.09 .40 .420 2.38 

FN .010 .062 .013 .2 .869 -.11 .13 .468 2.12 

a. Dependent variable: Absenteeism b. Predictors Legend: PY- Pay, NW- Nature of Work, PR – 

Promotion, SV – Supervision, CW- Coworkers, FN- Fairness c. Other abbreviations can be found on 

the table: S.E.-Std.Error,  S.C.- Standard Coefficients, LB- Lower Bound, UB- Upper Bound, T- 

Tolerance. 

 

The multiple regression table above shows the participants’ motivators predicted 

significant negative with absenteeism.  With the following equation: A = 2.206 + .122 

PY - .332 NW.  The equation explains that predictor Pay and Nature of work are both 

significant relation with absenteeism but it shows nature of work negative significant.  

While other predictors such as promotion, coworkers and fairness are indicating 

positive relation no significant with the absenteeism as well as the supervision found 

to be negative and no significant. 
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Table 4.18 Brief of hypotheses testing 

 Hypothesis The Results 

H1 Motivators have a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 

HA1: Achievement has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 
HA2: Advancement has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 
HA3: Work itself has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 
HA4: Recognition has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Accepted 
HA5: Growth has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Accepted 
HA6: Responsibility has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Accepted 

H2 Hygiene factors have a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 
HB1: Company policy has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Accepted 
HB2: Interpersonal relations-peers has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Accepted 
HB3: Work security has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 
HB4: Personal life has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 
HB5: Salary has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Accepted 

HB6: Interpersonal relations - subordinate has a positive relationship with job satisfaction Rejected 
HB7: Supervision Technical has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 
HB8: Interpersonal relations - supervisor has a positive relationship with job satisfaction Accepted 

HB9: Working conditions has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 
HB10: Status has a positive relationship with job satisfaction. Rejected 

H3 Motivators have negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HC1: Achievement has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HC2: Advancement has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HC3: Work itself has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HC4: Recognition has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HC5: Growth has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HC6: Responsibility has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
H4 Hygiene factors have a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 

HD1: Company policy has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Accepted 
HD2: Interpersonal relations-peers has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Accepted 
HD3: Work security has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HD4: Personal life has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HD5: Salary has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HD6: Interpersonal relations - subordinate has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HD7: Supervision Technical has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Accepted 

HD8: Interpersonal relations - supervisor has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HD9: Working conditions has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 
HD10: Status has a negative relationship with absenteeism. Rejected 

H5 Job satisfaction has a negative correlation with absenteeism. Rejected 
HE1: Pay has a negative correlation with absenteeism. Rejected 
HE2: Nature of work has a negative correlation with absenteeism. Accepted 

HE3: Promotion has a negative correlation with absenteeism. Rejected 
HE4: Supervision has a negative correlation with absenteeism. Rejected 
HE5: Co-workers has a negative correlation with absenteeism. Rejected 
HE6: Fairness has a negative correlation with absenteeism. Rejected 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

In this final chapter of the research presented the summary of the findings based on 

the study of literature review and data analysis.  Moreover, the conclusion and 

discussion of the study are interpreted in the following contents.  According with the 

output of the data analysis, there are various implications for this research which will 

be described in the third topic.  The limitation of the research is also analyzed for each 

of this study.  Finally, the recommendation for the future research will be suggested. 

 

The following are topics in this chapter: 

5.1 Conclusion 

5.2 Discussion 

5.3 Implication of the study 

5.4 Limitation of the study 

5.5 Recommendations for the future research 
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5.1  Conclusion 

The three research objectives of this study that were determined as follows; to 

investigate the relationship between motivation and job satisfaction, secondly, to 

determine the relationship between motivation and absenteeism and lastly to examine 

the relationship between job satisfaction and absenteeism.  Empirically analyzed the 

data collected to conduct this study.  All formulated hypotheses were tested with the 

use of SPSS that determine the correlation and multiple regression.  The findings 

from the correlation matrix conducted showed that the motivation has a strong 

significant correlation with job satisfaction. That theses two organizational factors 

have similarities and have in common that could affect and cause to any 

organizational issues.  For the Motivation and absenteeism resulted to a negative 

correlation due to some motivational factors could possibly cause the organizational 

issue similar to absenteeism, or the real cause of absenteeism could not directly relate 

to the motivation.  The last one, which was the correlation between the job 

satisfaction and absenteeism showed a very weak positive relationship.  Obviously, 

that result confirmed by several empirical studies and concluded to have inverse 

relationship with unverifiable and unconfirmed direct relationship. The overall results 

of the regression analysis indicated that there were no factors either from motivation 

and job satisfaction or vice versa could show the relationship among others.  

Significantly, some motivators that were expecting to have a positive relationship 

with job satisfaction came out with a negative relation or unrelated as well as the 

other factors that were expecting to be positively related but found to be unrelated.  

This simply there were inconsistencies and undetermined relationship like what the 

other previous studies examined using different sample and methodology.  The same 

description could be for the relationship of Motivators and Hygiene factors in relation 
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to absenteeism.  Found to have some factors that were resulted to unexpected 

findings.  The last test for the job satisfaction expected to have negative relationship 

with absenteeism, but other factors of job satisfaction were found to be contrary to 

what other findings and as expected.  The use of two factor theory in this study, found 

to be the only one, wherein no other research found who attempted to use motivation 

and job satisfaction in relation to absenteeism.  Although the said questionnaire 

format and content of the two factor theory said to be comprehensive but this study 

noticed that some items must be omitted or carefully analyzed before the final 

questionnaire to be distributed to avoid the almost 6 pages and the respondent found it 

very long and time consuming.  The results of this study could not generalized the 

entire population of general firms in Bangkok, Thailand.  For the sample size it could 

enlarge or have a bigger sample size.  Other limitations like time and resources must 

take into consideration to come up for a more meaningful results.  This study 

enlightened the statement of problem such as the use of other factors other than 

motivation and job satisfaction in relation to the issue of absenteeism.  Nevertheless 

this study found to be fascinating to understand these three organizational factors.  It 

could be very essential to have a motivation or job satisfaction survey for every 

organization before too late to realize that other organizational issue affecting their 

business as well as the success of the organization.  The implication of this study for 

the future research would be serve the findings as interesting to understand and 

probably attempt to conduct impirical study before the use or study the other factors 

other than motivation and job satisfaction.  As well as the use of two factor theory 

suggested to be very comprehensive and interesting theory to understand. 
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5.2  Discussion 

From the research problem statement, this study is trying to discover and investigate 

the relationship of motivation and job satisfaction in understanding the issue of 

absenteeism.  The previous studies focused on illness-related absences or alcohol and 

drugs, many other studies just concerned with the turnover and tardiness issues.  

Moreover, other studies conducted concerning the use and understanding motivation 

adapting Herzberg Two factor theory are so limited to blue-collar like some 

construction workers, in particular, that was used by Ruthankook & Ogunlana (2003) 

as part of the sample.  Similarly, the other previous studies were not really directly 

related to the real cause of absenteeism and no follow up studies done.  However, this 

study does not want to prove anything about the issue of absenteeism the only basis 

was what the literature review was done in the past to date.  What made this study 

ended up in relation to the previous recommendation from previous studies on this 

particular issue and related topic.  It is very important to clearly understand the 

relationship of these two organizational factors with that organizational issue.  

Consequently, this study comes up with one of the most controversial and the most 

popular theory which is The Herzberg Two Factor Theory also known as The 

Motivation-Hygiene Theory and many other names. 
 

 

The findings enlightened that the research gap to this study trying to investigate or 

discover the issue of absenteeism no clear studies found so far that the understanding 

of the two organizational factors namely the motivation and job satisfaction was used.  

Probably the previous studies found that motivation and job satisfaction are two the 

same variables.  This study is trying to emphasize and differentiate that motivation 

and job satisfaction has similarities and differences.  The word motivation is a 
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behavioral action that a certain individual at work, concerning his willingness and a 

driving force to achieve the goal.  Moreover,  there are so many definitions that 

explained about motivation but it seems all have the same and one meaning for 

Saraswathi (2011), this study added that the individual has the quick act or respond 

doing something voluntarily with extraordinary efforts to meet goals and satisfy 

individual needs at work.  While the job satisfaction, the most popular definition is 

that about the emotional response of an individual resulted from jobs by Locke (1976) 

cited in Kian, Yusoff & Rajah (2014).  Due to the limited scope of this study the 

discussion on any similarities and dissimilarities may not fully discuss hereon.  

 

The first research question of this study about the positive relationship between 

motivation and job satisfaction.  The correlation matrix shows r value 0.666 with p = 

0.000 revealed statistically significant and positive strong correlation.  This positive 

correlation is almost similar findings with the following previous researchers; Embi et 

al (2015), Kian, Yusoff & Rajah (2014), Scheers & Botha (2014) and Singh & Tiwari 

(2011).  Several previous studies tried to conduct empirical studies between 

motivation and job satisfaction.  The regression analysis was divided into two parts to 

undertand the motivators factor and the hygiene factors with the job satisfaction.  For 

the motivators, the following factors such as recognition, growth and responsibility 

found  significant positive relationship with the job satisfaction.  The other motivator 

factors like achievement, advancement and work itself were surprisingly found to be 

negative and not significant to the job satisfaction.   The negative beta is an indication 

of unrelated predictor that can understand to have different direction which mean as 

these two predictors increases the job satisfaction decreases or vice versa.  However, 

it was found out to have a negative beta for achievement and work itself that made the 
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researcher very interesting.  As far as the literature review these two predictors are 

normally should have a positive beta or be related to the job satisfaction.  That could 

either be the results of this study may contrary to the previous findings.  It is therefore 

the future research may investigate.   It was therefore rejected the hypothesis in this 

study that motivators have a positive relationship with job satisfaction.   However, 

that was no confirmation that these motivators factors have positive relationship with 

the job satisfaction.  This study would like to recommend the future study to make or 

design a set of questioonaire that are applicable for the respondents.  The other part of 

this motivation factors called Hygiene factors, it revealed that company policy, 

interpersonal relations- peers, salary and interpersonal relations - supervisor have 

significant positive relationship with job satisfaction.  Other hygiene factors such as 

work security, personal life, interpersonal relations – subordinates, supervision 

technical, working conditions and status were found to be not significant predictors of 

the job satisfaction.  Apparently most of the hygiene factors were not significant with 

the job satisfaction therefore the hypothesis that hygiene factors have a positive 

relationship with job satisfaction were also rejected for this study.   The overall results 

could be contrary to the study of Yusoff, Kian and Idris (2013), they concluded other 

findings found that only hygiene factors have an impact on the job satisfaction and 

suggested to accept these factors could only have direct impact to job satisfaction. 

The second research question found an answer that there is a negative relationship 

between motivation and absenteeism.  The Pearson Correlation or the R-value (r= -

.127), p > 0.05 that shows a statistical significant very weak negative correlation 

which was almost exactly similar to the studies of Gangai, Agrawal & Gupta (2015) 

with value ( r = -.301) and p > 0.05.  This study has discovered that there were few 

previous studies that were exactly done a research on the relationship between the 
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motivation and absenteeism.  For now, only one concrete reference could cite or use 

as a reference that revealed similar findings.  The previous studies did not focus much 

on the study of the relationship between motivation and absenteeism as if they believe 

and having idea concluded that there were many other factors to be considered.
 The 

relationship of these two organizational factors indicated that an increase in absence is 

associated with a decrease in motivation.  With the regression analysis since the 

motivation used was the two factor theory that has two parts the motivators and 

hygiene factors.  The following motivator factors such as achievement, advancement, 

work itself, recognition, growth and responsibility and were found to be no significant 

that therefore the hypothesis that motivators have negative relationship with 

absenteeism was then rejected simply because other motivators like achievement, 

work itself and growth would have possibilities to be positive predictors of 

absenteeism.  For the hygiene factors that indicated significant to have negative 

relationship with absenteeism are company policy, interpersonal relations – peers, 

personal life, supervision technical and interpersonal relations – supervisor.  While 

other hygiene factors such as work security, salary, interpersonal relations – 

subordinates, working conditions and status found to be not significant that might be 

predictors could be posititve relationship with absenteeism.  That therefore the 

hypothesis hygiene factors have negative relationship with absenteeism was then 

rejected for this study.  The last research question is the relationship between job 

satisfaction and absenteeism.  The results indicate that there is statistically significant 

and very weak correlation between job satisfaction and absenteeism (see Table 4.3.1.5 

page 80).  That results has similarities with the following previous studies; Aziri 

(2011), Obasan Kehinde (2011), Josias (2005), Rahman (2002) and Hoque & Islam 

(2003) to have a very weak correlation of these two factors.  The results of the 
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hypothesis testing for this part shows that predictors nature of work only indicated a 

negative significant to absenteeism while the other predictors namely promotion, co-

workers and fairness show positive and no significant to absenteeism. Therefore the 

hypothesis that job satisfaction has negative correlation with absenteeism was not 

accepted.   This study also discovered that there were several studies have done 

relating to job satisfaction and absenteeism especially in the late 1950's onwards.  The 

previous researchers got interested to understand and know if the job satisfaction was 

the real cause of absenteeism.  But due to having the general consistency of the 

inverse relationship between job satisfaction and absenteeism, wherein if the job 

satisfaction is high there would definitely have low absenteeism or absences rate.  

Inversely, if the absences rate or absenteeism issue is high, there is a tendency that the 

job satisfaction is low or in other words could be interpreted as most of the employees 

are not satisfied at work on that particular organization.  Josias (2005) mentioned that 

there were also previous studies that did not find or did not show evidence of a 

relationship of job satisfaction and absenteeism like the study of Matrunola (1996)  

and Goldberg & Waldman (2000).  Therefore, the findings for these two variables 

considered to be equivocal or difficult to completely determine the certain 

relationships.  The results for the negative relationship between job satisfaction and 

absenteeism indicated that there were some factors of job satisfaction like pay and 

nature of work that really related to absenteeism and have  important role to the job 

satisfaction as mentioned by Saeed et al (2003).  Other factors of job satisfaction such 

as promotion, supervision, coworkers and fairness revealed a negative correlation to 

absenteeism which was contrary to the result of the study of ( Obasan Kehinde, 2011) 

that these factors resulted and indicated has direct impact to absenteeism.  Therefore, 

this findings could really believe that these two factors or the job satisfaction and 
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absenteeism has an inverse relationship and still complex and vague as what 

Mashonganyika(2004) investigated. 

 

5.3  Implication of  the study
 

The study of the relationship of motivation, job satisfaction and absenteeism in the 

general firms in Bangkok, Thailand could be considered a contribution to any related 

future research with respect to any motivation, job satisfaction, and absenteeism topic.  

The results of this study that discovered the answer to the research questions could 

also contribute to the recent related literature review.  As well as the use of the Two-

Factor theory in relation to the general firms that no known research found.  The 

information and related ideas gathered and summarized are up to date could also be a 

reference to a future research.  To the organization either private or public, that 

sometimes may have the organizational issue like absenteeism this study could guide 

and give some updated information regarding the causes and some peculiarities in this 

issue.  Similarly, the findings of the hypothesis testing and the discovery of some 

unexpected results can also be added to some related studies that the future researcher 

could use as a basis for further studies.  This study contributes some updated relevant 

information gathered from the stated research problem and as well as the related 

literature review for an above-mentioned study on the relationship of the two 

organizational factors with any organizational issue.
 The findings suggest that there 

are some of the motivation factors that could affect the job satisfaction as well as the 

absenteeism issue, therefore it is very important to understand, analyze and carefully 

examine before making use of the other factors. Similarly, to that of job satisfaction 

factors that shows inconsistent relationship with the absenteeism problem.  This 
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therefore could suggest to all the organization of any type to conduct a motivation and 

job satisfaction to determine the real organizational issue.   

 

5.4 Limitation of the study 

The primary limitation of this study was having a small sample size used that could 

not generalized of the entire population to the general firms in Bangkok Thailand.  

Moreover, the sample consisted 333 participants that used to complete this study may 

not satisfy the findings.  Considering the time and resources, it was also limited to 

entirely cover the scope of the research.  Other limitations that this study considered 

was the time availability, willingness and the proper coordination to someone who 

can possibly give an access to distribute the questionnaire so the researcher can 

independently give the survey.  In relation to that this study also has the limitation to 

collect data directly to the desired respondents.  The self-administered questionnaire 

had also a limitation because the initial survey conducted used English version, due to 

a three pages and back to back questionnaire that found to be time-consuming and 

misunderstanding, and literacy of the respondent.  The researcher immediately 

prepared and changed to the Thai language that was consulted to the authorized and 

reliable language translator that costly and another one was also to ask the second 

opinion to some of the Thai professionals limited to the two individual that has long 

work experiences for the easiest way to understand of the other respondents.  For the 

comments received from the respondents that the questionnaire was too long with 

almost six pages (which was divided into three parts), the reason for the researcher 

included in the recommendation that the use of Two-factor theory questionnaire is 

enough to use to study the motivation and job satisfaction to avoid overlapping and 

since this study used another set of questionnaire for the job satisfaction.  The last 
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limitation was the respondent's time availability to complete and finish the 

questionnaire so the researcher may not found difficulties in collecting, the used of 

some social media like Line application, Facebook and sending through email.  The 

respondent can send right away just take a photo then upload send to the researcher’s 

email address or the easiest way to take a photo then immediately attach  the photo to 

Line message. The later way of collecting was done to minimize the time and another 

related cost can be incurred.
 

 

5.5 Recommendations for the future research 

This study found to be the only research conducted on the examining the significant 

relationship between job satisfaction and absenteeism, the significant relationship 

between motivation and absenteeism and lastly the relationship between motivation 

and job satisfaction of the general firms in Bangkok, Thailand.  The present 

investigation could, therefore, be viewed as the first empirical attempt to investigate 

in this kind of industry.  Based on the examination during the research in this study, 

several points are suggested and highly recommended.
 As far as the sample size 

used was concerned, it was really small and may not enough to represent the entire 

population under the category of general firms, possible enlargement and replication 

of this study are highly advised.  In this regard, similar studies in this general firms in 

Bangkok, Thailand would seem appropriate and necessary.  For the self-administered 

questionnaire, during the initial distribution English version was used, then because 

some respondents did not understand some items. It was then immediately prepared a 

new version of Thai language as consulted to a legal language translator and also with 

the helped of some Thai working professionals for the proper translation and easy to 

understand.  Sometimes a language is also a big hindrance why some respondents did 
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not complete the survey questionnaire. It is therefore recommended to have the 

translated version by an expert and as well as must ask for a second opinion of any 

other competent individual with working experiences and has long years of working 

experience not only a native speaker of Thai language to avoid misunderstanding and 

improper translation.  In addition to that with respect to the questionnaire items for the 

Two-Factor theory questionnaire, the contents were divided into two parts namely the 

motivators and the hygiene factors, as the previous studies suggested this theory is 

enough to analyze and use for the study of both motivation and job satisfaction.  As it 

was encountered some comments regarding the similarities of some questions found 

in Part 1 under hygiene factors to that separate job satisfaction questionnaire made, 

therefore it is advisable to prepare a shorter but comprehensive so that the respondent 

may not found it too long and like a repetition question and time-consuming for them.  

The researcher discovered that the questionnaire prepared for job satisfaction was 

almost similar to the hygiene factors question of part 1 of the questionnaire.  
It is 

necessary for the future research to further study the relationship between motivation 

and job satisfaction or vice versa.  Since the previous studies suggest the Two-factor 

theory or also known as the Herzberg Motivation-hygiene theory to be more 

comprehensive and advisable to use in dealing with the study of the motivation and 

job satisfaction, but this does not guarantee to have similar findings.  However, 

always bear in mind that different type of organization, size, and scope of study may 

get different results.  
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire in English 

 

 

Questionnaire 

 

A research is being undertaken to learn more about The relationship of motivation, job satisfaction and 

absenteeism of general firms.  Your kindness in answering each of the questions below will be helpful 

to understand, determine and minimize absenteeism. 

 

Please respond to each question.  The format of requested responses varies by question and mark 

check () in the relevant ☐ or for some questions is requested to indicate your perception level as a 

scale ranging from 1 to 5.  This questionnaire has 4 parts: 

 

Part 1: Personal information 

Part 2: Motivation 

Part 3: Job Satisfaction 

Part 4: Absenteeism 

Part 1: Personal information 

Note: please check () in the ☐ that related with your answer. 

 

1. Gender 

 

☐ Female  ☐ Male 

 

2. Age 

 
☐ 18-22 ☐ 23-27 ☐ 28-32 ☐ 33-37 

☐ 38-42 ☐ over 42 years old 

3. Marital status 

 
☐ Single ☐ Married 

 

 

4. Educational level 

 

☐ under high school ☐High school ☐Associate, bachelor 

☐ Master ☐over Master degree 

 

 

5. Working years 

 

☐ below 3 years ☐3-6 years ☐7-10 years 

☐ 11-14 years  ☐over 14 years 

 

6. Number of leave used 

per month: 

 

 

☐ zero   ☐1-3   ☐3-5   ☐ more than 5  

 

From part 2 to part 4, please indicate your perception level as a scale ranging from 1 to 5, in which by 

checking () in the box.  Each statement is measure by a 5-point Likert scale : 1=strongly disagree; 

2=disagree; 3=neutral; 4=agree; 5=strongly agree. 
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Part 2: Motivation 

 

Factor Question 1 2 3 4 5 

Motivators       

Achievement 1. My successful in doing my job made me proud.      

2. I am happy when I meet deadlines of my work.      

3.  My output of my work well done is what I consider as an achievement at 

work. 
     

4. My good idea becomes a solution to a problem and accepted by a company at 
work. 

     

5. I feel happiness that I have contribution in my company.      

Advancement 6. The company enhance my career rather money matters.      

7. My job allows me to learn new skills for career improvement.      

8. The company provides trainings that develop my skills.      

9. The workshops enhance my ability that improves my profession.      

10. Most of the trainings being conducted are a big contribution to career 

advancement. 
     

Work Itself 11. I find my job is challenging.      

12. I have a lot of different exciting task to do.      

13. I become creative because of my job varieties.      

14.  My job description is clear.      

15.  I do not have a routine work to do.      

Recognition 16. I feel appreciated when the company praises my complete task.      

17. I receive adequate recognition from my supervisor for doing my job well.      

18.  I receive notice that praises my work done.      

19. My successful work has a reward given.      

20.  I receive a good credit from my supervisor for job well done.      

Growth 21.  My skills I learn from this company help me to get improve.      

22.  There is an opportunity to grow in my company.      

23. I feel that I have improved very fast with my work.      

24. There are big opportunities to grow and improve my ability and skills.      

25. My job helps me to develop as a person.      

Responsibility 26. I am allowed to perform my duty with less supervision.      

27.  I am responsible to do my job with all my efforts as I can utilize my ability 

and skill. 
     

28.  I am responsible for the work of others.      

29.  There is much responsibility at work.      

30. The company allowed me to work without supervisor.      

Hygiene Factors       

Company Policy 31.  My company has an effective organization of work.      

32. I am proud to work for this company because the company policy is 
favorable for all. 

     

33. The company has beneficial policies.      

34.  There are clear and agreeable company policies within the organization.      

35. The company policy is fair to everyone.      

Interpersonal  
relations – peers 

36. It is easy to get along with my colleagues.      

37. My colleagues are helpful and friendly.      

38. I am happy to the people I work with.      

39. My coworkers are working as family.      

40.  There is cooperation among employees.      

Work Security 41. The company has job tenure.      

42.  My company is stable.      

43. I feel I can have a job permanent.      

44. The company does not lay off employees.      

45. I have assurance to be in the job for a long period of time.      

46. I have happy and healthy life.      

Personal life  47. I can support and provide help to my family.      

48. I have enough time to do my personal things.      

49. I live in a good community.      

50. My family is happy.      

Salary 51. My pay is enough and commensurate to the amount of job.      

52.  I believe that my salary is fair.      

53. I receive salary increase and other remunerations.      

54. I am satisfied with my salary       

55. I  receive salary increase based on my performance.      

Interpersonal  -  

relations 

subordinates 

56. I have good working relationship with my subordinates.      

57.  My working relationship with subordinates is excellent.      

58. I have good personal relationship with subordinates.      

59. My subordinates show respect with friendly relation.      

60. My personal relationship with my subordinates is excellent.      

Supervision - 61. The assigned supervisor is competent and professional.      
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Technical 62. The supervisor delegated the job well.      

63. The supervisor never show favoritism.      

64. The supervisor has an ability to do job by himself.      

65. Most of the supervisors are skillful.      

Interpersonal 

relations - 

supervisor 

66. I have friendly relations with my supervisor.      

67. I learn such a great negotiation from supervisor.      

68. I have unfriendly relations with supervisor.      

69. My supervisor is honest at work.      

70. My supervisor is willing to listen if I have suggestions.      

Working  
Conditions 

71. I have a good working facility.      

72. The physical surroundings of my workplace is clean and safe.      

73. My working place is very comfortable.      

74. I am satisfied with the pleasant working conditions at work.      

75. The security and safety at work is excellent.      

Status 76. At work, my presence is familiar in the company.      

77.  My employment status is active on list.      

78. I have active participation in our organization at work.      

79. Many of the company staff knows me within the organization.      

80. I have stable status at work.      

 

 
 

Part 3: Job Satisfaction 

 

Question 1 2 3 4 5 

1. I receive my salary fair and commensurate to my job.      

2. There is a big chance to get promotion.      

3. My supervisor is skillful and doing his job well.      

4. Our rules and work procedure to do my job made easy.      

5. I like the other staff working with me.      

6. I always feel my job is important.      

7. The increase in salary for all the staff is easy to receive in short time.      

8. Employee who can perform job well gets promoted fairly.      

9. My supervisor treats me equal or fair.      

10. I am happy with my coworkers.      

11. I am proud in performing or doing my job.      

12. My supervisor is concern with the feeling of his/her subordinates.      

13. I find that my job is enjoyable.      

14. I feel satisfied with my opportunity to get raise on my salary.      

15. I am satisfied with my opportunity to be promoted.      

 

 

 

 

 

Part 4: Absenteeism (Factors that have impact on absences of staff) 

Question 1 2 3 4 5 

1. I do not come to work because: I have repetitive tasks to do at work.      

2. I do not come to work because: I never have job satisfaction at work.      

3. I do not come to work because: we are only few staff in my department.      

4. I do not come to work because: most of the staff is frequently absent at work.      

5. I do not come to work because: I have too much task to do.      

6. I do not come to work because: I am pressure at work.      

7. I do not come to work because: I have another work in another company.      

8. I do not come to work because: I am not satisfied with my salary.      

9. I do not come to work because: I do not receive commission or incentives only my basic salary.      

10. I do not come to work because: I work more than 8 hours a day.      

11. I do not come to work because: sometimes I am tired.      

12. I do not come to work because: I feel unrewarded or ungrateful.      

13. I do not come to work because: my co-workers are not helpful.      

14. I do not come to work because: I never feel the support from the management.      

15. I do not come to work because: the company policy and administration is not clear.      

16. I do not come to work because: my job description is not correct.      
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17. I do not come to work because: my abilities, experiences and skills are not match with the duties 

& responsibilities assigned to me. 
     

18. I do not come to work because: the manager is not strict for absences.      

19. I do not come to work because: the supervisor does not monitor and do not give much attention 
at my work. 

     

20. I do not come to work because: in my department I do not have the voice and participation in 

decision-making. 
     

21. I do not come to work because: my supervisor limits my ability when I am doing my duties that I 
believe necessary to get my job well done. 

     

22. I do not come to work because: my manager never says good comment; never encourage me to 

continue after my work well accomplished. 
     

23. I do not come to work because: my manager never conducts or calls for a regular staff meeting.      

24. I do not come to work because: the company policy is not fair.      

25. I do not come to work because: lack of materials or equipment to use for my job.      

26. I do not come to work because: No medical clinic available for free.      

27. I do not come to work because: the promotion opportunity being given by the manager is unfair.      

28. I do not come to work because: the managers choose the staff for training is not fair.      

29. I do not come to work because: I have family responsibilities to do.      

30. I do not come to work because: I have money problem.      

31. I do not come to work because: I have hangover after drinking too much alcohol.      

32. I do not come to work because: I have a problem with the transportation.      

33. I do not come to work because: I have to take care my children for sickness and childcare.      
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire translated in Thai language 

 
 

 

 

 

แบบสอบถาม 

 

 

 

งานวจิยัทีก่ าลงัด าเนนิการเพือ่เรยีนรูเ้พ ิม่เตมิเก ีย่วกบัความสมัพนัธข์องแรงบนัดาลใจ 

และความพงึพอใจในงานและการขาดงานของบรษิทัทีม่คีวามหลากหลาย 
ความเมตตาของคณุในการตอบค าถามแตล่ะขอ้ดา้นลา่งนีจ้ะ 

เป็นประโยชนใ์นการท าความเขา้ใจใหก้ าหนดและลดการขาดงานได้ 
 

 

โปรดตอบค าถามแตล่ะขอ้. รปูแบบของการรอ้งขอการตอบกลบัจะแตกตา่งกันไปตามค าถามและท าเครือ่งหมายตรวจสอบ 

()ในทีเ่กีย่วขอ้ง ☐หรอืส าหรับบางค าถามทีไ่ดรั้บการรอ้งขอใหร้ะบรุะดบัการรับรูข้องคณุใหเ้ป็นสเกลทีม่ตีัง้แต ่1 ถงึ 5. 

ในการตอบแบบสอบถามนีจ้ะม ี4 สว่นคอื : 

 

สว่นที ่1 : ขอ้มลูสว่นบคุคล 

สว่นที ่2 : การสรา้งแรงจงูใจ 

สว่นที ่3 : ความพงึพอใจในการท างาน 

สว่นที ่4 : การขาดงาน 

สว่นที ่1 : ขอ้มลูสว่นบคุคล 

หมายเหต ุ: โปรดตรวจสอบ() ใน☐ ทีเ่กีย่วขอ้งกับค าตอบของคณุ 

 

1. เพศ 

 

☐ หญงิ    ☐ชาย 

 

2. อาย ุ

 
☐ 18-22 ☐ 23-27 ☐ 28-32 ☐ 33-37 

☐ 38-42 ☐ กวา่ 42 ปี 

3. สถานภาพการสมรส 

 
☐ ไมเ่คยสมรส  ☐สมรสแลว้ 

 

 

4. ระดับการศกึษา 
 

☐ ภายใตโ้รงเรยีนมัธยม☐ จบการศกึษาระดับมัธยมปลาย  

☐ จบการศกึษาระดับปรญิญาตร ี☐ จบการศกึษาระดับปรญิญาโท 

☐ จบการศกึษาระดับปรญิญาโท - เอกมากกวา่ 

 

 

5. การท างานปี 

 

☐ ต า่กวา่ 3 ปี ☐3-6 ปี  ☐7-10 ปี 

☐ 11-14 ปี   ☐ มากกวา่ 14 ปี 

 

6. จ านวนของทิง้ทีใ่ชต้อ่เดอืน 

: 

 

☐ 0   ☐1-3   ☐3-5   ☐ มากกวา่ 5 

 

จากสว่นที ่2 และสว่นที ่4, โปรดระบรุะดับการรับรูข้องคณุใหเ้ป็นสเกลทีห่ลากหลายเริม่จาก 1 ถงึ 5 

ซึง่ในโดยการตรวจสอบ ()ในกลอ่ง.  แตล่ะขอ้ความจะถกูวดัโดยใชร้ะดับคะแนน 5 Likert Scale:  

1 = ไมเ่ห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่ ; 2= ไมเ่ห็นดว้ย ; 3 = เป็นกลาง ; 4= ยอมรับ ; 5= เห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่ 
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ตอนที ่2 : แรงจงูใจ 

 

ปจัจยั ค าถาม 1 2 3 4 5 

สิง่จงูใจ       

ความส าเร็จ 1. ฉันประสบความส าเร็จในการท างานของฉันท าใหฉั้นรูส้กึภมูใิจ.      

 

2. ฉันมคีวามสขุเมือ่ฉันเป็นไปตามก าหนดการของงานของฉัน. 

     

3.เอาตพ์ตุของฉันจากการท างานของฉันท าไดด้มีากคอืสิง่ทีผ่มไดรั้บการพจิารณาใหเ้
ป็นความส าเร็จในการท างาน. 

     

4.เป็นความคดิทีด่ขีองฉันจะกลายเป็นโซลชูนัทีจ่ะมปัีญหาเกดิขึน้และไดรั้บการยอมรั

บจากบรษัิทในทีท่ างาน 

     

5. ผมรูส้กึวา่ผมมคีวามสขุในการมสีว่นรว่มบรษัิทของฉัน      

ความกา้วหนา้ 
 

6. บรษัิทสง่เสรมิอาชพีการงานของฉันมากในเรือ่งเงนิทอง      

7. งานของฉันท าใหฉั้นสามารถเรยีนรูทั้กษะใหม่ๆ ส าหรับการพัฒนาอาชพีการงานได ้      

8. บรษัิทจัดใหม้กีารฝึกอบรมแบบตวัตอ่ตวัทีจ่ะท าใหเ้กดิการพัฒนาทักษะของฉัน      

9.การฝึกอบรมเชงิปฏบิตักิารการเพิม่ประสทิธภิาพความสามารถของฉันทีช่ว่ยปรับปรงุ

การประกอบวชิาชพีของฉัน 

     

10.สว่นใหญข่องการเขา้รับการฝึกอบรมทีจั่ดท าขึน้มขีนาดใหญค่วามรว่มมอืเพือ่ความ

กา้วหนา้ในอาชพีการงานได ้

     

ตวังาน 11. ฉันพบวา่งานของฉันมงีานทีม่คีวามทา้ทาย      

12. ฉันมงีานทีน่่าตืน่ตาตืน่ใจทีแ่ตกตา่งกันจ านวนมากทีต่อ้งท า      

13. ฉันจะกลายเป็นความคดิสรา้งสรรคเ์พราะความหลากหลายในงานของฉัน      

14.  ค าอธบิายลกัษณะงานของฉันจะถกูลา้ง      

15.  ฉันไมม่งีานทีต่อ้งท าเป็นประจ า      

การยกยอ่งชมเชย 

 
16. ฉันรูส้กึมคีณุคา่เมือ่บรษัิทของฉันท างานใหเ้สร็จสมบรูณ์ไดส้รรเสรญิเยนิยอ      

17.ฉันไดรั้บการยกยอ่งจากหัวหนา้งานของฉันทีเ่พยีงพอส าหรับการท างานของฉันเป็

นอยา่งด ี

     

18.  ฉันจะไดรั้บการแจง้ใหท้ราบวา่การยกยอ่งชมเชยทีจ่ะท างาน 

ใหส้ าเร็จลลุว่ง 

     

19. งานทีป่ระสบความส าเร็จของฉันมกีารใหร้างวลัทีค่ณุไดรั้บ      

20.  ฉันจะไดรั้บเครดติทีด่จีากหัวหนา้งานของฉันส าหรับงานทีท่ าไดด้ ี      

การเตบิโต 

 
21.  ทักษะของฉันฉันไดเ้รยีนรูจ้ากบรษัิทนีช้ว่ยใหฉั้นปรับปรงุใหด้ยี ิง่ข ึน้      

22.  มโีอกาสในการเตบิโตในบรษัิทของฉัน      

23.ฉันรูส้กึวา่ฉันเป็นอยา่งมากไดรั้บการปรับปรงุใหด้ยี ิง่ข ึน้ไดอ้ยา่งรวดเร็วดว้ยการท า

งานของฉัน 

     

24.มโีอกาสทางการขายทีใ่หญท่ีจ่ะเตบิโตและพัฒนาทักษะและความสามารถของฉัน      

25. งานของฉันชว่ยใหฉั้นทีจ่ะพัฒนาตนเองได ้      

หนา้ทีค่วามรับผิ
ดชอบ 

26. ฉันไดรั้บอนุญาตใหท้ าหนา้ทีข่องผมทีพ่รอ้มดว้ยการดแูลนอ้ยกวา่      

27.ผมมหีนา้ทีรั่บผดิชอบในการท างานของฉันดว้ยความพยายามทัง้หมดของฉันเป็นฉั

นสามารถใชป้ระโยชนจ์ากความสามารถของฉันและทักษะ 

     

28.  ผมมหีนา้ทีรั่บผดิชอบในการท างานของผูอ้ ืน่ได ้      

29.  มคีวามรับผดิชอบมากในทีท่ างาน      

30. บรษัิทไดรั้บอนุญาตใหท้ างานโดยไมม่กีารควบคมุดแูล      

ปัจจัยดา้นสขุอน
ามัย 

      

นโยบายของบ
รษิทั 

 

31.  บรษัิทของฉันมอีงคก์รทีม่ปีระสทิธภิาพของการท างาน      

32.ฉันภมูใิจทีไ่ดร้ว่มงานกับบรษัิทนีไ้ดเ้นือ่งจากบรษัิทมนีโยบายการปฏบิตัทิีอ่นุเครา

ะหด์สี าหรับทกุคน 

     

33. บรษัิทฯมนีโยบายทีเ่ป็นประโยชน.์      

34.  มคีวามชดัเจนและเป็นทีย่อมรับนโยบายของบรษัิททีม่อียูภ่ายในองคก์ร      

35. นโยบายของบรษัิทจะมคีวามยตุธิรรมใหก้บัทกุคน      

ความสมัพันธร์ะ
หวา่งบคุคล - 

เพือ่นรว่มงาน 

36. มันเป็นเรือ่งงา่ยทีจ่ะไดรั้บพรอ้มกับเพือ่นรว่มงานของฉัน      

37. เพือ่นรว่มงานของฉันจะเป็นประโยชนแ์ละเป็นมติร      

38. ฉันมคีวามสขุกับบคุคลทีฉั่นท างานดว้ย.      

39. เพือ่นรว่มงานของฉันมกีารท างานทีเ่ป็นคนในครอบครัว.      

40.  มคีวามรว่มมอืกันในระหวา่งพนักงานดว้ยกัน      

การรักษาความป
ลอดภัยของ 

การท างาน 
 

41. บรษัิทมวีาระการด ารงต าแหน่งงานได ้      

42.  บรษัิทของฉันจะมคีวามแมน่ย า.      

43. ฉันรูส้กึวา่ฉันสามารถมงีานอยา่งถาวร      

44. บรษัิทไมไ่ดน้อนปิดพนักงาน      

45. ฉันมคีวามมัน่ใจทีจ่ะอยูใ่นต าแหน่งงานเป็นระยะเวลานาน      

46. ฉันมคีวามสขุและชวีติทีม่สีขุภาพด ี      

อายกุารใชง้านส่

วนบคุคล 

47. ฉันสามารถสนับสนุนและใหค้วามชว่ยเหลอืครอบครัวของฉัน      

48. ฉันมเีวลาเพยีงพอในการท าสิง่ตา่งๆไดส้ว่นบคุคลของฉัน      

49. ฉันอาศยัอยูใ่นชมุชนทีด่.ี      

50. ครอบครัวของฉันมคีวามสขุ      

เงนิเดอืน 51.การจา่ยคา่ตอบแทนของขา้พเจา้มคีวามเพยีงพอและเพยีงพอตามปรมิาณของงาน      
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52.  ฉันเชือ่วา่จะไดเ้งนิเดอืนทีย่ตุธิรรม      

53. ฉันจะไดรั้บการขึน้เงนิเดอืนและเงนิอืน่ๆได ้      

54. ฉันพอใจกับเงนิเดอืนของฉัน      

55. ฉันจะไดรั้บเงนิเดอืนทีเ่พิม่ข ึน้โดยยดึตามผลการท างานของฉัน      

ความสมัพันธร์ะ
หวา่งบคุคล - 

ผูอ้ยูใ่ตบ้งัคบับั
ญชา 

56. ฉันมคีวามสมัพันธใ์นการท างานทีด่กีับผูใ้ตบ้งัคบับญัชาของฉันได ้      

57.  ความสมัพันธใ์นการท างานกับผูใ้ตบ้งัคบับญัชาของฉันคอืสิง่ทีด่เียีย่ม      

58. ฉันมคีวามสมัพันธส์ว่นบคุคลทีด่กีับผูใ้ตบ้งัคบับญัชา      

59.ผูใ้ตบ้งัคบับญัชาของฉันจะแสดงความเคารพตอ่ทีพ่รอ้มดว้ยบรกิารทีเ่ต็มไปดว้ยมิ

ตรภาพความสมัพันธ ์

     

60. ขอ้มลูสว่นบคุคลของฉันความสมัพันธก์ับผูใ้ตบ้งัคบับญัชาของฉันคอืสิง่ทีด่เียีย่ม      

การดแูล - 

ดา้นเทคนคิ 

 

61. ซปุเปอรไ์วเซอรท์ีไ่ดรั้บมอบหมายมคีวามสามารถในการแขง่ขนัและเป็นมอือาชพี      

62. ซปุเปอรไ์วเซอรท์ีไ่ดรั้บมอบหมายหนา้ทีก่ารท างานไดด้ ี      

63. ซปุเปอรไ์วเซอรท์ีไ่มเ่คยแสดงความล าเอยีง      

64. ซปุเปอรไ์วเซอรท์ีม่คีวามสามารถในการท างานโดยตวัของเขาเอง      

65. ซปุเปอรไ์วเซอรส์ว่นใหญท่ีม่คีวามเชีย่วชาญได ้      

ความสมัพันธร์ะ
หวา่งบคุคล - 

ซปุเปอรไ์วเซอร ์

66. ฉันมบีรกิารทีเ่ต็มไปดว้ยมติรภาพความสมัพันธก์ับหวัหนา้งานของฉัน      

67. ฉันเรยีนรูท้ีด่เียีย่มเชน่การเจรจาตอ่รองจากซปุเปอรไ์วเซอร.์      

68. ฉันมคีวามสมัพันธท์ีไ่มม่คีวามเป็นมติรกับซปุเปอรไ์วเซอร.์      

69. หัวหนา้งานของฉันมคีวามซือ่สตัยส์จุรติในทีท่ างาน.      

70. หัวหนา้งานของฉันเต็มใจทีจ่ะฟังหากฉันมคี าแนะน า      

สภาพการท างาน 71. ฉันมสี ิง่อ านวยความสะดวกในการท างานทีด่ ี      

72.สภาพแวดลอ้มทางกายภาพของสถานทีท่ างานของขา้พเจา้ไดรั้บการท าความสะอ

าดและตูน้ริภัย 

     

73. วางในทีท่ างานของฉันคอืความสะดวกสบายเป็นอยา่งมาก      

74. ฉันพอใจกับสภาพการท างานทีแ่สนเพลดิเพลนิใจในทีท่ างาน      

75. การรักษาความปลอดภัยและความปลอดภัยในทีท่ างานคอืสิง่ทีด่เียีย่ม      

สถานะ 76. ในทีท่ างานของฉัน ,การแสดงตนจะท าความคุน้เคยในบรษัิทของคณุได ้      

77.  สถานะการจา้งงานของฉันจะถกูเปิดใชง้านอยูบ่นรายการได ้      

78. ฉันไดเ้ปิดใชง้านการมสีว่นรว่มในองคก์รของเราในทีท่ างาน      

79. พนักงานของบรษัิทจ านวนมากทีรู่ว้า่ฉันมอียูภ่ายในองคก์ร      

80. ฉันมสีถานะทีม่เีสถยีรภาพในการท างาน.      

 

 

 
 

ตอนที ่3 : ความพงึพอใจงาน 

1=ไมเ่ห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่, 2= ไมเ่ห็นดว้ย,    3= ไมแ่น่ใจ, 4= เห็นดว้ย, 5= เห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่ 

ค าถาม 1 2 3 4 5 

1. ฉันไดร้ับเงนิเดอืนอยา่งยตุธิรรมและเหมาะสมกบังานของฉัน      

2. มโีอกาสสงูทีจ่ะไดเ้ลือ่นต าแหน่ง      

3. ผูบ้งัคบับญัชาของฉันมคีวามเชีย่วชาญและท างานของเขาไดเ้ป็นอยา่งด ี      

4. กฎระเบยีบและขัน้ตอนในการท างานของฉันปฏบิตัติามไดง้า่ย      

5. ฉันชอบพนักงานคนอืน่ๆ ทีท่ างานรว่มกบัฉัน      

6. ฉันรูส้กึวา่งานของฉันมคีวามส าคญัเสมอ      

7. พนักงานทกุคนไดร้ับการขึน้เงนิเดอืนไดง้า่ยในเวลาอนัสัน้      

8. พนักงานทีส่ามารถปฏบิตังิานไดด้ไีดร้ับการเลือ่นต าแหน่งอยา่งเป็นธรรม      

9. ฉันคดิวา่ผูบ้งัคบับญัชาปฏบิตัติอ่ฉันอยา่งเทา่เทยีมและยตุธิรรม      

10. ฉันมคีวามสขุกบัเพือ่นรว่มงาน      

11. ฉันภมูใิจในการปฏบิตัหิรอืท างานของฉัน      

12. ผูบ้งัคบับญัชาของฉันใสใ่จกบัความรูส้กึของผูใ้ตบ้งัคบับญัชา      

13. ฉันพบวา่งานของฉันสนุกด ี      

14. ฉันรูส้กึพอใจกบัโอกาสทีฉั่นจะไดข้ึน้เงนิเดอืน      

15. ฉันพอใจกบัโอกาสทีฉั่นจะไดเ้ลือ่นต าแหน่ง      

 

ตอนที ่4 : การขาดงาน (ปัจจัยทีม่ผีลกระทบตอ่การขาดงานของพนักงาน) 

1=ไมเ่ห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่, 2= ไมเ่ห็นดว้ย,    3= ไมแ่น่ใจ, 4= เห็นดว้ย, 5= เห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่ 

ค าถาม 1 2 3 4 5 

1. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันมงีานซ า้ซากทีต่อ้งท าในการท างาน      

2. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันไมเ่คยมคีวามพอใจในงานทีท่ าเลย      

3. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : มพีนักงานเพยีงไมก่ีค่นเทา่นัน้ในแผนกของฉัน      

4. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : พนักงานสว่นใหญข่าดงานเป็นประจ า      

5. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันมงีานทีต่อ้งท ามากเกนิไป      

6. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันรูส้กึกดดนัในการท างาน      

7. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันมงีานท าในอกีบรษัิทหนึง่      

8. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันไมพ่อใจกบัเงนิเดอืนของฉัน      
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9. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันไมไ่ดร้ับคา่คอมมชิชัน่ หรอืไดร้บัเฉพาะเงนิเดอืนเทา่นัน้      

10. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันท างานมากกวา่ 8 ชัว่โมงตอ่วนั      

11. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : บางครัง้ฉันเหนือ่ย      

12. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันรูส้กึไมคุ่ม้คา่หรอืไมม่ใีครเห็นคณุคา่      

13. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : เพือ่นรว่มงานของฉันไมใ่หค้วามชว่ยเหลอื      

14. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันไมเ่คยรูส้กึไดร้ับการสนับสนุนจากฝ่ายบรหิาร      

15. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : นโยบายและการบรหิารของบรษัิทไมโ่ปรง่ใส      

16. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : งานของฉันไมต่รงตามสญัญาจา้งงาน (เชน่ จา้งมาท าบญัช ี

แตต่อนท างานจรงิใหท้ างานบคุคล เป็นตน้) 

     

17. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ความสามารถ ประสบการณ ์      

18. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ผูจั้ดการไมเ่ขม้งวดกบัการขาดงาน      

19. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ผูบ้งัคบับญัชาไมไ่ดต้รวจสอบและไมใ่หค้วามสนใจงานของฉันมากนัก      

20. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันไมม่สีทิธิอ์อกเสยีงและไมม่สีว่นรว่มในการตดัสนิใจในแผนกของฉัน      

21. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ :ผูบ้งัคบับญัชาจ ากดัศกัยภาพของฉัน 

เมือ่ฉันท าหนา้ทีท่ีฉั่นเชือ่วา่มคีวามจ าเป็นตอ่การท าใหง้านของฉันออกมาด ี

     

22. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ผูจั้ดการไมเ่คยกลา่วแสดงความคดิเห็นทีด่ ี

ไมเ่คยใหก้ าลงัใจในการท างานตอ่ไปหลงัจากฉันท างานส าเร็จดว้ยด ี

     

23. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ผูจั้ดการไมเ่คยจัดหรอืเรยีกประชมุพนักงานตามปกต ิ      

24. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : นโยบายของบรษัิทไมย่ตุธิรรม      

25. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ขาดแคลนอปุกรณ์เครือ่งมอืเครือ่งใชท้ีใ่ชใ้นการท างาน      

26. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ไมม่หีอ้งพยาบาลทีใ่หบ้รกิารฟร ี      

27. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : โอกาสทีผู่จั้ดการใหใ้นการเลือ่นต าแหน่งไมม่คีวามยตุธิรรม      

28. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ผูจั้ดการเลอืกพนักงานเขา้ฝึกอบรมโดยไมย่ตุธิรรม      

29. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันมภีาระหนา้ทีต่อ่ครอบครัวทีต่อ้งท า      

30. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันมปัีญหาเรือ่งเงนิ      

31. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันมอีาการเมาคา้งหลงัจากดืม่มากเกนิไป      

32. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันมปัีญหาเรือ่งพาหนะในการเดนิทาง      

33. ฉันไมม่าท างานเพราะ : ฉันตอ้งดแูลลกูทีป่่วยและตอ้งการการดแูล      

*****จบแบบสอบถาม ขอขอบคณุทกุทา่นทีส่ละเวลาในการตอบแบบสอบถาม***** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


